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COVER STORY

A

Y2K

Crackdown

Arrests of critics a sign of nervousness ahead of UMNO polls
by Anil Netto
he recent crackdown
on the opposition has
shaken off the veneer
of normalcy that the
Barisan Nasional government
had tried to project after last
November’s general election,
which it won with a three
quarters parliamentary majority despite a sharp erosion in
Malay support. The series of
arrests reveals the jitters
within UMNO as it prepares
for bruising party polls in May.

T

Having won November’s general
election,
the
Mahathir administration may think it
can carry on with
“business as usual”
- and launch a crackdown or two. The
recent arrests of critics, however, reveals
official nervousness
ahead of the UMNO
party polls in May
as the ruling coalition tries to come to
terms with a more
politically conscious
post-Reformasi
public and a deeply
split Malay community

The crackdown was a blow for
Harakah, the popular biweekly
bilingual newspaper published
by PAS. Among those arrested
were editor Zulkifli Sulong
and Chea Lim Thye, the owner
of the firm that prints Harakah.
Both were charged in court
under the Sedition Act and
pleaded not guilty.
Critics were not spared either.
KeADILan vice-president Marina Yusoff and DAP deputy
chairman Karpal Singh, who is
also Anwar Ibrahim’s defence
lawyer, were also arrested and
hauled to court for sedition.
Karpal’s arrest shocked many,
probably because the allegedly
“seditious” words were uttered in court in the course of
his duty as Anwar’s counsel.
The veteran lawyer had also
been due to cross swords with
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Mahathir in a keenly awaited
courtroom duel in Anwar’s
sodomy trial, which was postponed just before last November’s polls. It is still too early
to say how Karpal’s arrest will
affect his involvement in the
Anwar trial.
KeADILan
youth
chief
Mohamed Ezam Mohd Noor,
meanwhile, was arrested and
charged under the Official Secrets Act for releasing official
reports relating to investigations into high-level corruption. So far, no one has been
charged following the police
reports lodged alleging highlevel ministerial corruption.

A blow to the
alternative
media
The arrests of Zulkifli and Chea
were, in effect, a blow against
Harakah, which had seen its circulation soar despite several
previous unsuccessful attempts
by the government to restrict
the paper’s sales to PAS members only. The authorities are
clearly out to “get” Harakah
and it is likely that the paper
will suffer more blows in the
coming months.
Zulkifli and Chea were hauled
up soon after five alternative
Malay-language publications
had received Home Ministry
warnings. Apart from Harakah,
those warned are the critical
fortnightly Detik, the independent
weekly
tabloid
Eksklusif, and vocal monthly
magazines Wasilah (Detik’s sister publication) and Tamadun.
Detik is in a state of limbo, being unable to publish after its
annual publication permit ex-

pired last November; it has already fallen four issues behind.
All five publications played a
major role in opening the eyes
of the Malay community to official excesses and abuse of
power in the wake of the
reformasi phenomenon. All of
them chipped away at Malay
support for UMNO, the dominant partner in the Barisan
Nasional.
The alternative media’s role
was especially crucial in rural
areas, where access to the
Internet remains limited.
Harakah in particular saw its
sales soar from 65,000 before
the Anwar crisis to hit a peak
during the election period. According to a Harakah source,
circulation hit 340,000 just before the 29 Nov elections and
then peaked at 360,000 immediately after the polls as the
party basked in the success of
its triumphs in Terengganu and
Kelantan.
By shedding its conservative
tone and adopting a more liberal approach with an expanded English language section, Harakah drew a horde of
new readers, many of them
non-Muslims. The tabloid’s
freewheeling content also gave
many Malaysians their first intoxicating taste of a free press.
But a free press is a big no-no
in Mahathir’s Malaysia: the
clampdown
came
within
weeks
of
the
Barisan
Nasional’s win at the 29 Nov
polls. Officials even confiscated
the paper from several newsAliran Monthly 19(11/12) Page 4

stands and warned the Harakah
management to stop publicly
selling the newspaper in an undemocratic bid to restrict sales
to PAS members only.
Sales of Harakah have since
slumped to about 250,000. But
that is still higher than the circulation of the pro-establishment mainstream Malay dailies, whose own sales had
nose-dived much earlier,
plunging to the same depths as
their falling credibility and
plummeting standard of journalism.

Jittery

Feeling

Alarmed at Harakah’s growing
strength and the waning influence of the pro-government
Malay dailies, the Mahathir administration must have decided that it was time to act.
There was plenty to feel nervous about. Oil-rich Terengganu
had fallen to PAS, which now
has access to 500 million ringgit
in petroleum royalties annually to develop the state.
Kelantan continues to defy the
odds by remaining solidly in
PAS’ hands, the people there
rejecting all the Barisan’s
promises of material development.
The earth-shaking reality is
that UMNO, which for decades had dominated Malaysian
politics, no longer commands
majority support among the
Malays. (And mind you, this
does not include the 680,000
new voters who were disenfranchised and denied the
right to vote last November.)
In some 40 constituencies na-

tion-wide,
where
ethnic
Malays dominate, the Barisan
Nasional won fewer than half
the votes cast. The other reality: Mahathir, UMNO and the
Barisan Nasional don’t know
how to deal with this erosion
in support.
It is said that whenever
something unsavoury needs
to be done, Mahathir tends to
be out of the country, probably to distance himself from
the fallout. He left for his
holiday in Argentina and the
Caribbean at 1.05 am on 12
January. Hours later, the series of arrests began with
Marina’s at 10.15 am.
The action against the alternative media and government
critics appears designed to put
a lid on the disquiet on the
ground in the run-up to the
UMNO party elections in May.
Reports have emerged of
rumblings of discontent among
the UMNO rank and file following the Supreme Council’s
‘advice’ to leave the elections
for the top two party posts
uncontested.
These two posts have apparently been reserved for
Mahathir and his chosen
deputy
prime
minister,
Abdullah Badawi. Abdullah, it
has to be noted, is only an
UMNO vice-president, the
deputy president’s post being
still vacant after Anwar’s
ouster. But it remains to be
seen if the divisions will heed
the ‘no-contest’ advice when
the time comes for them to
nominate candidates for the
top posts. There could be sev-

eral surprises in store; hence
the jitters.
For sure, all is not what it
seems. In some parts of the
country, UMNO branches are
said to be unable to get a quorum to hold their elections. A
state chief minister’s open
house to mark the end of
Ramadan was said to have
drawn only 100 well-wishers.
‘’The alienation is so real it is
not funny,’’ said a veteran political reporter.

Reformasi
Irreversible
The government may have calculated that the short-term
gains from its repressive action
would outweigh the long-term
damage to its credibility. In its
favour are the rising stock market indices (ironically, as a result of speculation; the long
term prospects of the economy
remain unclear with the drying up of foreign direct investment) and a notoriously apathetic middle-class, for whom
self-interest is paramount.
Moreover, the international
business community doesn’t
usually factor in human rights
abuses when deciding where
to invest and the Barisan has
just won a fresh two thirds
parliamentary
majority.
Mahathir himself, now 74, is
into his fifth term after 19 years
as premier, with the dubious
distinction of being Asia’s
longest-serving leader. So what
could go wrong?
Plenty. The fact is the Malays
are split. If Mahathir intends to
boost Malay support for
Aliran Monthly 19(11/12) Page 5

UMNO, he is certainly going
about it in strange ways. The
high-handed action against
Harakah and the arrests of Marina, Ezam, and Karpal are not
going to endear him and
UMNO to the fence-sitters
among the Malay community.
If anything, such strong-arm
tactics are likely to backfire and
further alienate many already
disillusioned Malays.
If the Malay community along with other Malaysians needs compelling evidence of
the authoritarian and undemocratic streak of the present administration, they need look no
more. They can see for themselves what is happening. The
reformasi process - a process of
awakening and enlightenment
of the ordinary people - which
began in September 1997, cannot be so easily rolled back as
if nothing had happened in the
last 18 months.
Apart from the shift in the
Malay ground, there are other
reasons why the government
cannot do as it pleases
anymore. Gone are the days
when the government could
crack down on its critics and
the media without being answerable to concerned individuals and groups, within and
outside the country. Thanks to
reformasi, the Internet and other
alternative media, more and
more Malaysians are becoming
conscious of their political and
civil rights - and they don’t like
what they see. No longer can
the government ride roughshod over public opinion without facing the political consequences.

Mahathir may have realised
this - even though he often
gives the impression that he
doesn’t care a hoot about public opinion. Perhaps that’s why
the arrests came only after he
had jetted away to his vacation
- so that he could avoid the flak
- leaving poor Badawi to ‘carry
the baby’.
If the Mahathir-led government thinks it can silence the
clamour for far-reaching reforms and changes by arresting a group of individuals
soon after getting a fresh
electoral mandate, it is badly
mistaken. For one thing, the
electoral mandate it received,
dubious postal votes and all,
was controversial, not overwhelming - and that’s before
factoring in the 680,000 new
voters.
What’s more, the arrests have
given a shot in the arm to the
Barisan Alternatif, whose
flagging morale had threatened to derail its sense of
purpose. By arresting personalities from the three main
opposition parties, the authorities have unwittingly
triggered a new sense of
unity in outrage within opposition ranks and given a fresh
lease of life to reformasi. For
the first time in a long while,
for instance, the chants of
reformasi! reverberated outside the Butterworth sessions
court, where Marina was
charged.
The Mahathir administration is
still using old ways - the ways
of the 1960s - to tackle dissent
in a new era. Times have

changed and the world is a
much more open place where
news crosses borders in a matter of seconds. Any government displaying an authoritarian streak is quickly shunned
and isolated. The Malaysian
government itself is partially
aware of this; that would explain the reluctance this time to
use the harsh and widely condemned Internal Security Act,
which allows indefinite detention without trial.
These days, it looks as if the
slightly - only slightly - less obnoxious Sedition Act, a law enacted during the colonial era to
suppress indigenous nationalist movements for independence, is fast replacing the ISA
as the preferred “catch-all”
law. But it has its downside: the
Attorney General’s chambers
becomes even more bogged
down with all these politically
controversial cases, which in
turn clog up and politicise the
courts.
The Barisan Nasional government may still be able to hide
its undemocratic face from
many Malaysians through its
stranglehold over the mass
media - but it is a grip that is
becoming looser by the day.
The recent crackdown shows
that the government is still in
denial mode, preferring instead to pin the blame on the
opposition for its eroding support among the Malay community.
Barisan leaders will do well to
remember that the iron-fisted
General Suharto lost power in
Indonesia soon after he won
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his country’s election. Today,
Indonesia is under a reformist
administration, which has released all political prisoners.
Mahathir, a close friend of
Suharto’s, is trying to turn the
clock backwards in Malaysia
by ushering in the year 2000
with retrogressive, repressive
actions that are cause for much
concern.
But he does so at his peril. The
more repressive he becomes,
the more isolated he gets in the
Palace at Putrajaya and the
more of a liability he becomes
to UMNO and the Barisan.
If at all Mahathir is going to be
dislodged from his position as
life-long head honcho, the momentum is likely to come from
within his own party - in much
the same way that former British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher was removed as Tory
leader despite not having lost
a general election as premier.
That may not be as remote a
possibility as many believe
given the upheaval on the
Malay ground.
More
likely,
though,
Mahathir will want to stay on
for as long as possible. Paradoxically, that will be a bonus for the Barisan Alternatif,
which will benefit from the
opposition to his leadership
from both within and outside
UMNO. UMNO, on the other
hand, will lose its sense of direction and become increasingly irrelevant, the longer
the premier stays on. It may
even sink. But the captain, it
appears, is determined to go
down with his ship. q

COVER STORY

Deterioration

Of

Democracy

It is mainly because UMNO has lost support among the Malays
that Mahathir has decided to clip the wings of the opposition
by Dr Chandra Muzaffar
t is ironical that the Sedition Act should be part
of Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad’s
arsenal against the political opposition in his country. For the
law is an archaic colonial relic —
which is why it should be utterly
repugnant to the arch anti-colonial nationalist. The British had
introduced it in 1948 to curb growing nationalist movements seeking to free the then Malaya (later
Malaysia) from the colonial yoke.
Of course, the militant Malayan
Communist Party (MCP) was one
of the targets just as the law was
aimed at the Malay Nationalist
Party (MNP).

I

The British had a similar law in
their prize colony, India, and used
it generously against illustrious
freedom fighters such as Mahatma Gandhi and Jawarharlal
Nehru. In fact, in their famous trials for sedition, they were accused
by the colonial government of
‘bringing into hatred or contempt’,
of ‘exciting disaffection against
the Government’, of ‘raising discontent or disaffection amongst
the subjects’—phrases which appear in the Malaysian government’s Sedition Act!
It is this Act modified in 1971
which was the basis of the arrest
of the well-known human rights
lawyer cum politician, Karpal

Singh, together with the VicePresident of the National Justice
Party, Marina Yusoff, and the editor and printer of Harakah, the immensely popular bi-weekly newspaper of the Islamic Party (PAS),
on Wednesday 12 January 2000.
Since then they have all been
charged in court and will be put
on trial in the course of the next
few months.

No Notion of
Democracy

In the case of Karpal who is defence counsel for deposed Deputy
Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim in
his sodomy trial, slamming him
with a sedition charge for words
uttered in Court raises a fundamental question about the immunity of lawyers carrying out their
duties. In a sense, this unprecedented action against a lawyer
for a statement made in Court is a
challenge to the system of justice
itself.

Indeed, the Sedition Act and the
manner in which challenges to
the government of the day are
dealt with, reveal in stark reality
the attitude of Dr. Mahathir and
the ruling elite to democracy and
politics in the country. They fail
to appreciate the simple fact that
in a democracy opposition parties
are expected to harness disaffection with the government to their
advantage. In democratic politics,
mobilising popular discontent is
integral to the agenda of any contestant for power. Of course, one
would expect the contestants for
power to be honest and ethical in
their approach to issues of public
concern. But this is a standard
that should apply with equal force
to both sides: the government and
the opposition.

The speech allegedly made by
Marina and the article that appeared in Harakah last year come
within the ambit of issues which
are discussed and debated in any
vibrant democracy. It is true that
they call into question the integrity of Mahathir’s ruling party, the
United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), in one instance,
and the probity of certain current
leaders, in another. But how can
that be against the law in a democracy?

Even after the General Election it
is obvious that the Mahathir government is not prepared to grant
some latitude to the opposition. It
has forced Harakah for instance to
adhere strictly to a condition imposed in its publishing permit: to
confine sales to PAS members.
Such a condition is absurd since
the raison d’etre for a political party
to produce a newspaper is to influence the general public to support its struggle. This is the essence of political competition in a
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democracy.

No Pangs of
Conscience
While denying PAS access to the
people through its newspaper,
Mahathir’s UMNO has no
compunctions at all about using
both public and private television
channels to beam the proceedings
of the annual UMNO General Assembly to the sitting-rooms of millions of non-UMNO members.
Even some of the mainstream
newspapers in the different languages which are owned by companies aligned to UMNO and its
coalition allies unabashedly
pedal party propaganda to the
general public.
The Mahathir leadership suffers
no pangs of conscience over its
unfair treatment of the opposition.
It is not embarrassed by the blatant double standards it practises
vis-a-vis the Alternative Front
which — it is important to emphasise — secured no less than fortyfour per cent of the popular vote
in the recently concluded General
Election. It regards its monopoly
over the public media and state
institutions as the privilege and
prerogative of power.
In fact, for Mahathir, electoral
competition is little more than a
process by which the ruling elite
confirms its power. Since that
power has been overwhelming in
the last four decades — the
UMNO-led ruling coalition has
won every parliamentary election
since Independence with more
than two-thirds majority —the
ruling elite has come to believe
that its dominance and control
over the entire system is normal
and natural. Any erosion of support would be regarded as a diminution of its power. When that
erosion is really severe especially

within the community which is
the power-base of UMNO, one can
expect the party’s leadership and
membership to react with shock
and dismay.
It is mainly because UMNO has
lost support among the Malays
that Mahathir has decided to clip
the wings of the opposition. The
targeting of Harakah and some
other minor Malay journals and
the four arrests under the Sedition
Act should be read in that light.
The arrest of the Justice Party’s
national Youth leader, Mr. Ezam
Mohd. Nor, under the Official Secrets Act (OSA), is also part of the
same game plan. The ruling elite
hopes that through these moves
the opposition will get weaker
and the ruling coalition stronger.

Credibility
Chasm
Widens
This may not happen. Because
UMNO’s electoral decline stems,
to some extent, from a crisis of confidence in Mahathir’s leadership,
any move on his part, whatever
his intention maybe, is suspect
from the word ‘go’. The credibility chasm is so wide that any attempt to narrow it at this stage
seems futile. Besides, Mahathir’s
actions against opposition leaders and the opposition media
seem to have backfired. A significant segment of the public perceives them as ‘vindictive’ and
‘authoritarian’. A lot of people
had hoped that after retaining his
two-third majority in Parliament,
Mahathir would be a little less
antagonistic towards the opposition and try to accommodate them
within the political process.
If anything, his authoritarian image in the post-Election period has
been reinforced by the UMNO
Supreme Council advice to the
party rank-and-file to return unAliran Monthly 19(11/12) Page 8

opposed Mahathir and Deputy
Prime Minister, Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi, as UMNO President and
Deputy President respectively at
the party polls in May 2000. Discouraging contests for the two top
posts, whatever the justification,
is seen as an attempt by the Supreme Council to impose its will
upon the membership. This is why
the membership has reacted so
strongly to the ‘no-contest’ proposal.
Having witnessed the emasculation of vital institutions of democratic governance in the last few
years such as the judiciary and the
media, some UMNO members are
concerned that democracy within
UMNO which has declined considerably will soon sound its
death-knell. For UMNO had, for a
long while, retained a semblance
of internal democracy with ordinary members exercising some influence over the leadership at various levels within the party. To
deny members the right to elect
their own President and Deputy
President would be a mortal blow
to that tradition.
But there is a saving grace though.
Within UMNO, and more so, outside UMNO, within the larger
Malay and Malaysian community, there is an unprecedented
awareness of the injustice of authoritarian politics and a yearning for a society which is genuinely democratic in form as well
as in substance. In such a society,
there will be no place for relics of
the past such as the Sedition
Act.q
Chandra, an Aliran member, is the deputy president of the National Justice Party (keADILan)

COVER STORY
Political Crackdown

All-Round

Condemnation

Arrests
Politically
Motivated?
Aliran is utterly shocked that sedition charges
are being brought against Karpal Singh and Marina Yusoff for allegedly uttering seditious
words and against Zulkifli Sulong and Chea
Lim Thye for allegedly publishing a seditious
article.
These alleged offences were apparently committed in August and September last year.
The fact that no immediate charges were
brought against the four following the commission of these alleged offences would suggest
that these charges are politically motivated. It
cannot escape the conclusion of thinking
Malaysians that the BN government dared not
make any move against their political opponents
before the general elections were concluded for
fear of repercussions and reprisals resulting
from political backlash.
By instituting action only against political opponents of the BN, it only confirms and
strengthens the belief that the BN is not bothered by public opinion or international perception that what is taking place now is nothing
short of a political vendetta.
It is obvious that the BN is harassing the opposition; it is clear that it is determined to get rid
of Harakah; it is very apparent that it is trying
to stifle dissent and go after its critics.

Badawi and the City Chief police officer Deputy
Comm Datuk Kamaruddin Ali are to be believed that the four “arrests were results of investigations following police reports lodged by
several people”, then it is legitimate to ask the
Home Minister and the police why no action
has been instituted against BN ministers following police reports also lodged by several
people :
• Perverse and adverse advertisements were
persistently published in the various newspapers to create fear and terror among the
voters to vote for the BN otherwise there
would be mayhem and anarchy in the country. Police reports have been made against
these advertisements.

• Dr Mahathir had uttered words during the
course of the election and even before which
are reckoned to be contemptuous, seditious
and libellous. Police reports have been
lodged against him.
• Dr Seri Anwar Ibrahim had made several
police reports backed by documentary evidence alleging corruption by Rafidah Aziz
and Daim Zainuddin.
Why is it that our police are unable to act on
these reports against the ministers as compared
to other reports made against the opposition?
There seems to be some form of discrimination
by the police which is apparently very glaring.
It is obvious that the BN practises democracy
in name only.

If the Deputy Prime Minister who is also the
Home Minister, Datuk Seri Abdullah Ahmad
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Aliran Executive Committee
13 January 2000

U s i n g “ S e d i c t i o n “ To
Suppress
Freedom
It is a shame that the Barisan Nasional government
is using the Sedition Act to intimidate the people
and to browbeat them into servile submission to
authority. This is the real motive behind the arrests
of DAP Deputy Chairman, Karpal Singh, Parti
Keadilan Nasional Vice-President, Marina Yusoff,
Harakah editor Zulkifli Sulong and Harakah printer
Chea Lim Thye.
To charge Karpal Singh for sedition for a statement
he had made in Court in the course of performing
his duty as a Defence Counsel is an affront to the
entire system of justice itself.
Likewise, Marina Yusoff as a citizen and an Opposition politician in a democracy is entitled to give
her own interpretation to an event in our history
which remains highly controversial. If her interpretation was wrong she should be corrected, not
charged under the Sedition Act.

the Sedition Act or its equivalents to suppress rising national consciousness among the colonised
people when they were endeavouring to free themselves of the colonial yoke. Today, the Malaysian
government is using the same law to curb “disaffection” against the government!
Mobilising popular feelings of disenchantment with,
and disaffection against, the ruling elite is a legitimate activity in any democracy. No government that
is elected by the people and has a genuine mandate
from the masses, would regard the mobilisation of
popular sentiments on a particular issue or for a
particular cause as a threat to peace and security.
The great strength of a democracy is that it not only
legitimises the expression of dissent but it also sanctions the mobilisation of discontent.
A law that denies the legitimacy of dissent and discontent has no place in a democracy. It should be
abolished immediately. The arrests of Karpal, Marina, Zulkifli and Lim Thye, we hope, will awaken
the Malaysian people to the danger of allowing a
law such as the Sedition Act to hang over our heads
as “a sword of Damocles”. The Malaysian people
should no longer take things lying down. They
should stand up now and defend their dignity.

In similar vein, why should the Editor and printer
of Harakah be charged with sedition for publishing
an article which sought to interpret and analyse a
series of events that had deep political undertones?
It is obvious that by using the Sedition Act in situations such as these, the government is suppressing
the expression of different points of view and stifling dissent. At the same time, it is tightening its
suffocating grip over the judicial and legal system,
the political arena and the media. The aim is to
ensure that all institutions that are vital for a healthy
democracy are totally subservient to the will of the
Executive, and of the Prime Minister in particular.
That the Mahathir government has to resort to the
Sedition Act to achieve its sinister goal of perpetuating its authoritarian rule is in itself a damning indictment of its moral credibility. For the Sedition
Act is an archaic, anachronistic colonial relic. No
independent government that values its sovereignty
and its dignity would keep such a law in its statute
books.
Colonial regimes in different parts of the world used

Dr Chandra Muzaffar
Deputy President
Parti Keadilan Nasional (KeADILan)
13 January 2000

Stop

Persecution
Opposition

Of

SUARAM deplores the persecution of opposition
leaders and people involved in the publishing of
the popular opposition bi-weekly newspaper,
Harakah.
SUARAM calls for all charges against Marina
Yusoff, Karpal Singh, Zulkifli Sulong and Chea Lim
Thye, to be dropped immediately.
These latest actions by the government show its utter intolerance for criticism from any quarters. The
ill-disguised attempt to ultimately ban Harakah and
intimidate the opposition only reveals the sheer cowardice of the Mahathir regime in dealing with the
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real issues of the day. The government naturally
would not allow Harakah to continue publishing
scandals, especially those involving money and
ruling party politicians, moreover when the UMNO
General Assembly is nearing.
A crisis is looming in UMNO where there is mass
disaffection over the dismal results of UMNO during the general elections and the recent decision of
the Supreme Council to disallow contest for the top
two positions in the party. As in the past, when
there is a crisis in UMNO, a group of people would
be scape-goated and persecuted to deflect attention
from the party’s problems. SUARAM fears this is
the beginning of a bigger crackdown on the opposition and political activists.
The Barisan Nasional’s possession and use of political arsenal such as the Sedition Act are specially
reserved for opposition figureheads. Ruling party
politicians conveniently invoked the spectre of May
13 to frighten voters during the recent General Elections, yet the Attorney-General’s office has chosen
to turn a blind eye. The Prime Minister has opined
on numerous occasions regarding Anwar’s sexuality yet we know he will not be cited for contempt of
court. This is clearly selective prosecution.
It may be Year 2000 but we are inching closer to Year
Zero for freedom of opinion and expression. We
call upon all Malaysians to stand up against such
political repression and curb the rapid erosion of
our fundamental liberties and fragile democracy.
Elizabeth Wong
Coordinator
SUARAM
13 January 2000

More

Democracy?
Forget It!

Some people have been expressing hope that Prime
Minister Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamad would
provide more democratic space to the people in
Malaysia, especially after winning the tenth general elections with more than two-thirds majority.
The recent spate of arrests under the Sedition Act
has made it abundantly clear that it is hopeless to

entertain such hope.
Yesterday, Marina Yusoff, Vice President of the National Justice Party and Karpal Singh, Deputy President of the Democratic Action Party, were arrested
for allegedly making seditious statements. Meanwhile Zulkifli Sulong, Editor of the bi-weekly
Harakah, an organ of the Malaysian Islamic Party,
and its printer, Chea Lim Thye, were arrested for
publishing an allegedly seditious statement.
This evening, a fifth person, Ezam Mohamad Nor,
Youth Head of the National Justice Party was arrested under the same act, after making a police report against the UMNO-controlled daily Utusan
Melayu, which alleged that he had fled the country
in order to escape arrest. I shall not be surprised if a
few more people are arrested during the next few
days.
There is no doubt that these arrests are politically
motivated. They have been selective, directed mainly
at opposition party leaders as well as a widely circulated opposition party newspaper. In the past
many months, several police reports, furnished with
clear documentary evidence, have been made against
government ministers and Barisan Nasional leaders, for corruption and also for seditious utterances.
But up to now, no action has been taken against any
one of them.
Before the elections there were several warnings
made that the government would take legal actions
against opposition leaders for their statements. Prior
to that, a number of opposition leaders had already
been arrested and charged in court for involvement
in allegedly illegal assemblies. After the election, the
Deputy Prime Minister, who is also Home Minister,
and other ministers warned several times that stern
action would be taken against Harakah, including
banning it, for allegedly breaking the law.
These new arrests seem to have a double-edged purpose. Firstly, in a rather vengeful manner, the BN
leadership, which is ultimately responsible for them,
wants to serve a warning to the opposition parties
that it will not stop at anything to weaken the increasing Malay support for the Alternative Front.
Secondly, at the same time it is also sending threatening signals to dissenting groups and individuals
within UMNO that strong actions can also be taken
against them if they try to challenge the incumbent
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top leaders of UMNO during its coming General
Assembly in May this year.
It is evident that the government has miscalculated
and lacks wisdom in its latest repressive actions.
They can cause a backlash, creating greater resentment and opposition to Dr Mahathir, who will be
and already is perceived, rightly or wrongly, as the
man who is really behind these actions, although
they are executed when he is away on one of his
many overseas trips. PRM deplores the government
repression.. We are also greatly concerned over the
slow but steady drift of this country towards an absolutely authoritarian state.
Syed Husin Ali
President
Parti Rakyat Malaysia (PRM)
13 January 2000

Yet Another Nail In The
Coffin Of Democracy
The Organising Committee of the People’s Manifesto Initiative condemns the recent actions by the
police in detaining and charging various people
under draconian laws such as the Sedition Act and
the Official Secrets Act. These arrests appear to be
yet another nail in the coffin of democracy in this
country. We wish to point out using a few examples
of how the police actions are undemocratic and
against the interests of the ordinary peace-loving
Malaysian.

based on any opinions or arguments they receive.
They have shown time and again that they are mature enough to handle differences of opinion where
race relations are concerned. However, this maturity has not been given the due respect. We are also
distressed that while people in the opposition are
being branded and hounded as people who incite
racial ill-will, those who tried to incite racial disharmony by putting offensive statements and advertisements during the recent elections have not
been charged. The two police reports that we made
concerning this have not resulted in anything. Is
the Sedition Act being used to settle scores rather
than to protect the Malaysian people from the threat
of violence?
Is the arrest of Zulkifli Sulong also another indication that this government will continue to put a lid
on freedom of expression? The popularity of Harakah
is an indication to the government that a sizeable
part of the populace wants alternative news. Instead
of acknowledging this and allowing the media to be
free, the government is resorting once again to intimidation. We record our regret at this action to curb
the freedom of the Malaysian media. We demand
that such harassment of the media in any form, such
as the denial of printing permits must stop immediately.
The arrest of Ezam under the Official Secrets Act is
another case in point. We regret that the police and
all other authorities concerned are failing to carry
out investigations of allegations of wrong conduct
of people in government. Instead the complainants
are arrested. Is the government making it its policy
to treat all complaints as nuisance and prosecute
complainants?

Karpal Singh is being charged because of a statement that he made as a Defence Counsel in a court
case. The limitations of free speech of Malaysians
appears to be increasing if a lawyer can be charged
for a comment made in the line of duty in court. We
regret that the authorities have resorted to this form
of “muzzling”, and regret further that the newly
elected government has remained silent on was appears to be a new wave of repression.

The above make it urgent for us to reiterate our call
for change as stated in the People’s Manifesto. The
country needs to discard all laws that infringe on
the civil and political rights of people. The government needs to mature and learn to take criticism
positively. We call upon the Inspector-General of
Police and the Home Minister to review their actions and stop the harassment of the Malaysian people through unwarranted arrests.

Marina Yusoff is being charged under the Sedition
Act for making a comment about the May 1969 incident. The Malaysian people are not naive, and
should be free to hear and decide for themselves

Irene Xavier
spokesperson
People’s Manifesto Organising Committee
14 January 2000
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LETTER TO THE PRIME MINISTER

International
Standards
Of Press Freedom Violated
Your Excellency:
The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) is deeply concerned
about the Ministry of Home Affairs’ recent threats to close five
Malaysian publications, including the widely-read opposition biweekly Harakah.
In a letter dated December 24, 1999,
the home ministry accused
Harakah, the newspaper of the
Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party
(PAS), of ignoring the terms of its
publishing license by selling to
non-party members. The ministry
has ordered PAS to stop distributing Harakah via public news
stands by January 8.
The home ministry apparently retaliated against Harakah for its
critical coverage of the arrest and
trial of former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim last year.
These
events
broadened
Harakah’s readership considerably and established it as a source
of alternative news on the trial
and other politically sensitive
subjects.
Also on December 24, the privately
financed, pro-opposition fortnightly Detik received a showcause notice from the home ministry asking management to state

reasons why its publishing permit should not be revoked. Detik
allegedly broke the terms of its license by failing to inform the ministry of its new chief editor’s appointment, by not printing a mailing address on its masthead, and
by transferring its permit to another publishing company without the ministry’s consent. Detik’ s
license expired in December and
has yet to be renewed. The delay
has disrupted the magazine’s
publication schedule, causing it
to miss three issues since December.
Detik’s new sister publication,
Wasilah, also received a showcause notice on December 24. The
ministry warned the monthly
magazine that it must abide by the
terms of its license and publish
under its full name, Al Wasilah.
Two other publications received
similar threats this past fall. In an
October 28 letter, the home ministry accused the monthly opposition magazine Tamadun of publishing material that “could cause
hatred among the people towards
the government,” according to
the online publication Malaysiakini.com. And soon after the
November 1999 elections, the
ministry accused the independent weekly tabloid Eksklusif of
“spreading rumours.”

Your government’s use of licensing regulations to intimidate local media clearly violates international standards of press freedom
and severely restricts the
Malaysian public’s ability to
evaluate important issues facing
the country. CPJ therefore urges
the government of Malaysia to repeal the 1984 Printing Presses and
Publications Act, under which
publishing permits must be renewed annually.
Malaysia’s few pro-opposition
publications provide a necessary
counterbalance to your country’s
government-controlled
mainstream press. In the absence of
such alternative voices, Malaysia
cannot be called a democratic
state. As a non-partisan organisation of journalists dedicated to the
defence of our colleagues around
the world, CPJ joins the Southeast
Asian Press Alliance in urging
your government to retract its
threats against Harakah, Detik,
Wasilah, Tamadun, and Eksklusif,
and to ensure that all five periodicals may continue to publish freely.
We appreciate your attention to
these urgent matters, and await
your response.
Sincerely
Ann K. Cooper
Executive Director

cc: 1.Southeast Asian Press Alliance 2.American Society of Newspaper Editors 3.Amnesty International 4.Article 19 (United
Kingdom) 5.Artikel 19 (The Netherlands) 6.Canadian Journalists for Free Expression 7.Congressional Committee to Support Writers
and Journalists 8.Freedom Forum 9.Freedom House 10.Human Rights Watch 11.Index on Censorship 12.International Association
of Broadcasting 13.International Federation of Journalists 14.International Federation of Newspaper Publishers 15.International
Journalism Institute 16.International PEN 17.International Press Institute 18.National Association of Black Journalists 19.National
Press Club 20.Newspaper Association of America 21.The Newspaper Guild 22.North American Broadcasters Association 23.Norwegian Forum for Freedom of Expression 24.Overseas Press Club 25.Reporters Sans Frontières 26.Society of Professional Journalists
27.World Association of Newspapers 28.World Press Freedom Committee
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COMMENT

Millennium

Circus

by Martin Jalleh
The man who warns us on
New Year’s Day that “former
colonial masters have plans
to re-colonise us” - is one who
uses laws (the ISA, the OSA,
the Sedition Act, etc.) which
originate from the British Empire and fine-tuned to serve
his own purpose.
The man who shouts “recolonisation”, employs a colonial invention — the Special Branch - originally meant
as a direct response to Irish
and anarchist terrorism - but
now honed to perfection to
stifle political dissent and to
“turn over” and neutralise
detainees.
The man who calls on the
whole nation to unite in order to face the challenges of
the new millennium - especially that of globalisation, is
the head of a coalition of racial parties - a hegemony of a
system of racial divide and
rule - a system synonymous
with colonial rule!
The man who once hysterically condemned peaceful
street demonstrations in
Kuala Lumpur, and ordered

the Police to beat up
protestors, now praises the
demonstrators in Seattle, who
purportedly helped stem the
march of the WTO’s
globalisation efforts.

The man who speaks so courageously for the small and
weak nations of the South
against the bullying West, has
little time or thought for the
small man or woman in Malaysia who may be without
cash, clout or connection.

The man who has been very
critical of the concentration of
power in the hands of a few The man who wants
rich and powerful countries Malaysians to be wary of
has no qualms about using globalisation is one who travevery means, institution and els round the globe seeking
person possible, to consoli- foreign support for his govdate and perpetuate his au- ernment and putting the
thoritarian rule.
country’s opposition parties
in a poor light. He admonThe man who claims that ishes his own race in a Japaglobalisation in the form of nese newspaper!
currency speculation is the
cause of the economic crisis The man who makes a lot of
in the country, is quite silent noise on globalisation has
over Bank Negara’s specula- Salomon Smith and Barney
tion in the forex market in as his public relations and fi1992 which resulted in the nancial consultants. They
loss of RM9 to RM15 billion. were also responsible in
launching the US1 billion sovThe man who argues that the ereign bonds in the US marAsian economic crisis was a ket.
Western conspiracy is mute
over the fact that the Cana- And so continues the
dian Dollar and British Malaysian circus into the
Pound had once been at- new millennium - led by a
tacked too and that specula- man who hopes that the peotors had sold the US Dollar ple will gobble his antito buy up the Japanese Yen. globalisation gargle...
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LABOUR

Short-Changed!
Existing laws leave retrenched workes at the mercy of wily employers
by Mohana Rani Rasiah
tinue to operate his or her other
business concerns and even start
a new business without any restrictions.

The
labour
department
run-around

Pan Silver Workers picketed for 1 1/2 months - yet to be paid their last two months'
wages

ost workers often remain
unconcerned about the
trials and twists of retrenchment while they
are still employed. It is often only
upon being laid-off that they fully
understand the bitterness of retrenchment.

M

Retrenchment
and the law
Retrenchment deals a cruel blow
to workers who lose their jobs and
thus their regular source of income. Workers find themselves
displaced and, as newcomers,
have difficulty entering the job
market on favourable terms. The
families of these workers also suffer the effects and instability of
retrenchment.
Regulation 6 of the Employment
(Termination and Lay-off Benefits)
Regulations 1980 states the minimum benefits payable to retrenched workers. According to
this law, a worker with five years

of service or more is entitled to 20
days’ wages per year of service.
However, unscrupulous employers can evade this provision by
resorting to Section 292 (dealing
with winding up) of the Companies Act. They can wind up the
company and plead insolvency as
the reason for not paying retrenchment benefits. The Companies Act
lists in order of priority the financial obligations of an insolvent
company, to its various creditors.
Workers’ retrenchment benefits
are low priority, being classified
under unsecured creditors. Almost always, retrenched workers
of a company that has been wound
up get not even a sen compensation. It can be a struggle to get even
their unpaid salaries.
The Companies Act in this instance overrides the Employment
Act, protecting the employer at the
expense of the worker. The owner
of an insolvent company can conAliran Monthly 19(11/12) Page 15

The retrenched worker is a
wretched creature starting out
with hope, as she files a suit at the
labour office. Hope turns into frustration and fatigue as she attends
the hearings that can drag over
years. Elation sets in when she
wins the case. But in many cases,
due to abuse of the law, the elation is short-lived, as the worker
discovers that the employer has
wound up the company and that
she has won a mere paper victory.
But the circus doesn’t end here.
The labour department routinely
assists the workers at this stage
by following various procedures.
Among these is the JDS (Judgment
Debtor Summons), a notorious
piece of paper that has to be
served on the employer to personally summon him or her to court.
The serving of the JDS can take
years. An employer can hide behind the curtains each time the
bailiff comes and send her maid
to say that she is not in. Until the
JDS is served, which could be well
over a year, the employer is a free
citizen.
Once the JDS is served, court hearings proceed and go on for some
time and, predictably, the case is
closed when the employer proves

that there are no financial resources to pay the retrenchment
benefits. Day in day out, labour
department officials waste precious time and funds pursuing
this exercise in futility. They act
in accordance to the Employment
Act, but the Companies Act can
annul labour court decisions.

Our

wily

politicians

Each time affected workers express their frustration, invariably,
some politician will make a spirited statement vowing to see justice done for the workers. At the
same time, they will boldly and
sternly warn the company and
other companies to be responsible towards retrenched workers
and not to abuse the law. In the
above case, a Perak State Exco
member, Junus Wahid, responded
to the press coverage of the police
report lodged by the workers, by
coming to the defence of the workers. He suggested that the Human
Resources Ministry set up a special body to track down employers who flout retrenchment
clauses. It never materialised.
In connection with the closure of
Pan Silver Printers, a printing firm
in Silibin, Ipoh,Human Resources
Minister then Lim Ah Lek issued
a strong warning to errant employers who failed to pay retrenchment benefits to their workers. As expected, the errant employer in this case did not take it
seriously.

Don’t talk,
make
laws!
These empty threats and expressions of concern by politicians
have achieved nothing for the
workers. As Human Resources
Minister, the cabinet is the place
for Lim Ah Lek to champion the

rights of affected workers, so that
policies protecting them from exploitation are put into place. As
MP, Parliament is the place for Lim
to fight for better legislation for
workers. The scenario can only
change if laws are made to protect workers. Without that, threats
by politicians have no bite
Archaic procedures such as the
JDS should either be thrown out
or revamped. The Employment
Act should have clauses relating
to the fate of workers in an insolvent company. To prevent abuse,
employers whose companies are
wound up should be made to bear
some personal liability towards
their laid-off workers.
There are too many loopholes in
the law which are open to abuse
by unscrupulous employers. Insolvency is a convenient excuse
to escape liability and there are
employers who will resort to foul
means to have their companies
wound up. Machinery is moved
out of the company premises, in
stages, ahead of the closure of a
company. Files go missing at the
Registrar Of Companies (ROC),
and tales are told of warehouse
fires that burn up company accounts.

The
National
Retrenchment
Fund
As a measure to aid retrenched
workers for whom there is insufficient legislation, one proposal
put forward was the national retrenchment fund. In March 1998,
retired Supreme Court Judge and
former Industrial Court President
Harun Hashim remarked that for
the insolvent company, the liability is there but not the money. He
proposed that legislation be made
so that 1 per cent of each worker’s
salary is set aside every month in
a fund managed by SOCSO to pay
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retrenchment benefits in cases
where companies are wound up.
The MTUC welcomed this suggestion, but pointed out rightly that
the 1 per cent contribution should
be made not by workers but by employers as it was their liability. The
Human Resources Minister took
up these suggestions, revealing
that in the year 1997, retrenchment benefits totalling 12.7 million ringgit were not paid out to
workers on the grounds of insolvency. This is a significant
amount, representing one-fifth of
all retrenchment benefits due to
workers in that year.
The proposal for a national retrenchment fund was, however,
rejected by the cabinet in June
1999. This is the cabinet which
okayed the use of EPF money to
buy 500 million worth ringgit of
shares to shore up the value of
UEM shares in late 1997. Also the
very same cabinet that endorsed
the bailout in August 1997 of
Konsortium Perkapalan Nasional
Bhd, in which Mirzan Mahathir
holds a 51 per cent share. The 12.7
million ringgit in retrenchment
benefits due to workers is an insignificant sum in comparison to
these huge bailouts, but the cabinet failed to be generous with laidoff workers.
The government has to recognise
that workers are partners in the
economic development of the
country and as such it must make
and implement laws to protect
them. In an environment where
there are employers who are exploitative and mean, it is the government that workers will ultimately turn to for protection and
justice. Given the existing set of
laws, that justice must now come
in the form of a scheme to pay retrenched workers what is due to
them. q

LABOUR

Justice

Denied

The case story of a retrenched worker

resented by counsel, adamantly pursued the line
that the workers had left
of their own accord to seek
greener pastures.
• Judgment and notice
to appeal
On 23 April 1997, the labour court handed down
an ex-parte judgment in
favour of the workers, allowing a 14-day appeal
period. The employer
failed to appeal and ignored the judgment.

Jelapang, Ipoh terminated
the workers with immediate effect, citing a drop in
business to justify the closure of the company. Retrenchment benefits were
not discussed, but re-employment was offered in a
similar
company
in
Pahang.
• Issuance of the Judgment
Debtor Summons (JDS)
On 23 April 1997, the Ipoh • Workers file suit at Labour
The labour department isOffice: “Settle!” urge the
Labour Court handed down
sued a summons that had
officers
a judgment instructing a prito be hand-delivered to the
In November 1995, Mary
vate firm to pay Mary and
employer to appear in the
and her co-workers apseven other co-workers resessions court for failing to
proached labour officials
trenchment benefits totalling
honour the judgment. For
regarding retrenchment
RM17, 888. After more than
more than a year, the labenefits. Even though
two years, the judgment has
bour office was unable to
Regulation 6 of the Emnot yet been honoured.
deliver the JDS, causing
ployment (Termination
the court case to be postand Lay-off Benefits)
But this is no crime, going by
poned three times.
Regulations 1980 clearly
the law, and indeed the prinspecifies the formula for • Workers catch the emciples of natural justice seem
minimum retrenchment
to have little to do with the
ployer in her house
benefits, labour officials
way the law works when it
Frustrated by the delay,
advised the workers to accomes to retrenched workers.
Mary and the other workcept the 300 ringgit as outers, after lodging a police
of-court settlement that
Just consider the sequence of
report, managed to catch
was being offered by the
events in this particular case:
the employer in her house.
employer. (The average
They handed over a letter
claim was 2,200 ringgit).
• Retrenchment without noasking her to present hertice
self in court and if she
On 30 September 1995, the • The labour case and
found the judgment unfair,
the employer’s defence
owner of the firm, Chin
to tell the court so. And so
Throughout the course of
Yuen Sdn. Bhd, a juice
in July 1998, one year
the case, the employer, reppacking
company
in
three months after the
ary Daniel, a spry old
woman in her midsixties, walks up and
down the courts, hoping against all odds that her
former employer will pay up
the 2,500 ringgit due to her as
retrenchment benefits prescribed by the Employment
Act.

M
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judgment, the JDS hearings started.
• Sorry, the company has
been wound up!
After having all along
maintained that the workers had left of their own
accord, the employer
stunned the workers by
saying that the company
could not pay as it had
been wound up. Further
research showed that the
winding up proceedings
had started as early as 1995
and thus, throughout the
labour case, the employer
had put up a farce to keep
everyone off her tracks.
• Sorry, the accounts got
burnt!
Upon being questioned by
the workers regarding the
company accounts, the
employer maintained that
the accounts for the three
years before the closure
were burnt in a warehouse
fire.
The provisions for a wound
up company as contained in
the Companies Act will stand
the employer in good stead
and she need not worry
about parting with her money.
She can continue to live in her
palatial mansion, drive her
many cars and operate her
other business concerns and
set up new ones. Thanks to
the law, she can hold her
head high in respected society despite having trampled
on the rice bowls of her
former workers.q

Media Boycott : 1 Feb 2000
BA, NGOs and Unions join hands to send Utusan, NST packing
by Abd Rahman Koya

he call by political
commentator Raja
Petra Kamarudin to
boycott pro-UMNO
dailies has been welcomed by
Malaysians from all walks of
life. The offices of Harakah and
keADILan have been flooded
with telephone calls from as far
as Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, urging the Alternative Front to
spearhead the move.

T

And responding to the call, the
BA said it will launch an organised and systematic campaign of boycotting the proUMNO media. Analysts say
the move will send shivers
down major media establishments in the country - already
hit by a sharp fall in circulation following their controversial coverage of the events
sparked by the assault on
former deputy prime minister
Anwar Ibrahim.
As a first step, the BA announced that it was joining
hands with NGOs, Unions
and Associations across the
country in a systematic campaign to boycott two daily
newspapers and a private television station, beginning this
February 1.
“The local media has distorted facts and used blackmail and threats to goad voters into voting for the government-of-the-day. Islam was
pictured as cruel and Islam’s
laws as primitive and barbaric. It was promised that
riots and racial strife would
occur in the event the government of the day fails to retain
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its two-thirds majority - just
like what happened 30 years
ago in 1969,” said BA
spokesman Rustam Sani,
who stopped writing for his
popular column in Utusan
Malaysia in the wake of the
media onslaught against
former deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim.
The targets of the boycott are
Utusan Malaysia, New Straits
Times and TV3 - three proMahathir media establishments which played a leading
role in the Barisan Nasional’s
“dirtiest election” campaign
last year. The boycott is
planned for a period of three
months.
“If it is found that these three
have not repented then the boycott may be extended indefinitely, in fact, the boycott could
be extended to include other
media organisations,” he
added.
The boycott campaign will be
the second official anti-media
campaign organised in the
country since the dramatic
sacking, arrest and assault on
Anwar in September 1998.
Malaysians are also invited to
a simple launching ceremony
to mark the commencement of
the boycott plan. The date and
venue will be announced later
through Harakah and Internet
web-sites. They are also invited
to sign a petition and protest
message which is expected to
be the longest protest message
in the world. q
Source: Harakah, 17 Jan. 2000

limit of two terms for the prime
minister and the mentri besars in
their election manifesto. No doubt
there are some countries where the
leaders serve on and on. But they
are not exactly democratic countries. At any rate, these long serving leaders like Suharto and
Marcos have often been overthrown and forced out of office
ultimately. There’s a silver lining
in the dark clouds.

Q Q Q Q Q
The

Oh No,
He’s Staying

On

A Happy Birthday to Dr Mahathir
who turned 74 on Dec 20. When
interviewed by the media on that
occasion, he quipped that by the
time the next elections are called
he would probably have a stiff
neck and problems with his eyesight. A few days later he named
Pak Lah as his successor should
he quit as UMNO president in the
near future. Signs that Mahathir
would soon be stepping down ?
In fact he only stated this was

Dr Mahathir: Will he still be PM in
2020?

“most likely” – he didn’t say
“definitely” - his last term as PM.
Even if Mahathir does not contest
the elections again, due in 2004,
nonetheless, he would have
chalked up 23 years as prime minister, a record others would find
difficult to break. Nor should they
try to do so. After all no one individual is indispensable and
should hold power for so long. In
fact, the common wisdom is that
there ought to a change at the apex
of power to prevent abuses and to
encourage innovation. This is one
of the hallmarks of any democracy. In the US, the president is
only allowed to serve two fouryear terms. In the Philippines, the
president may now only hold office for a single six-year term while
in Indonesia, the limit is two fouryear terms. And elsewhere, like in
South Africa, democratic-minded
leaders like Nelson Mandela –
now that’s someone who may be
considered “indispensable” for
his country if we’re into indispensability – even chose to step down
early to pave a smooth transition
to the future. This is why the
Barisan Alternatif proposed a
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People’s

Palace

Apparently,
some
50,000
Malaysians formed long queues
to partake of the PM’s Hari Raya
open house in his new official residence
“Seri
Perdana”in
Putrajaya. Asked what he felt the
people thought about “Seri
Perdana”, Mahathir replied “This
is not my house, it is the people’s
palace”. The PM is right. After all,
the people did pay for the building costing an estimated RM
million. The cutest comment by
one of the visitors was that Seri
Perdana and Putrajaya was “colourful, neat and clean, just like
Disneyland” !
We hear that Abdurachman
Wahid, Indonesia’s new president, has been a little unhappy
with his present presidential palace in Jakarta. Renovations are
underway. No, he’s not building
a new Disney-like “palace for the
people”. Apparently, Gus Dur
was concerned that many of his
Nahdatul Ulama supporters who
had journeyed long distances
from various parts of rural Indonesia to see him – often to drop in
for a chat as in times past - were
turned away from the palace and
were forced to spend a lot of
money for accommodation in Jakarta’s hotels or losmen, even

struction of the one-lane
Autopont flyover is underway.
Here’s a quiz then for all of you.
Why did Dr Teng Hock Nan, the
former President of the Penang
Municipal Council build the onelane 3.51m wide flyover ?

People lining up to visit ‘their’ palace?

worse, to spend the evenings
wandering in the streets or sipping kopi bubruk all night long in
the warung. It was partly Gus
Dur’s fault. For he spent a lot of
time during the first couple of
months of his presidency overseas, trying to shore up international support for his new government. Many of these rural folk
were not aware that ‘appointments’ were now needed to see
Gus Dur, unlike in the past. Hence
when told that the president was
in Peking or Washington, used to
waiting for Gus Dur due to delays
in traveling from one desa to another in rural Indonesia, they
merely replied, okay, they would
wait ! They would not return home
until they saw the new president.
To anticipate these eventualities,
new guest houses are now being
built within the presidential palace grounds. Now this is more
like a “people’s palace”.

A palace is a palace. And it’s usually associated with the royalty.
British prime ministers do not live
in palaces. Traditionally, the British Prime Minister has his office
in No 10 Downing Street and lives
in the flat upstairs. The next door
neighbour in flat No 11 is the
Chancellor of the Exchequer (the
minister of finance) whose office
is downstairs. Apparently,
Gordon Brown, the Chancellor
has been living in the more compact No. 10 flat while Tony Blair
and family have been living in the
larger four room No 11 flat since
1997. Now that Mrs Blair is expecting her fourth child, Brown is
moving out to allow the Blairs to
occupy his flat as well. No palaces for British PMs for sure. Only
a compact flat or two in Downing
Street.

However, there’s no such thing as
a “people’s palace” in Britain. No
such things as open houses and
free food. If the people want to visit
the palace, or more correctly some
part of the palace, they queue and
pay to get in. You even have to pay
to see a palace which is in ruins.

Now that the Christmas, New
Year, Hari Raya and school holidays are over and many
Malaysians have made their annual visits to Penang, they must
have been caught in one or another traffic jam in Jalan Masjid
Negeri/Green Lane where con-

Q Q Q Q Q
Millennium

Quiz
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a) The Klang Valley was getting
into the limelight too often
what with its Twin Towers,
KLIA, Putrajaya, Seri Perdana,
longest open house queue, etc.
There was also the Langkawi
threat in attracting the tourist
dollars. Now that the earlier
effort by Mdm Kee Phaik
Cheen in getting Penang into
the Guinness Book of Records
by organizing the longest
beach buffet has turned off,
rather than on, the tourists,
Teng thought that the narrowest flyover in Malaysia might
do the trick in wooing the tourists back.
b) Teng was laying a trap for opposition leader Kit Siang who
became distracted with the
RM7.95 million “gostan
flyover”which was awarded
without open tender. Kit Siang
who was challenging Teng for
the Kebun Bunga state assembly seat spent precious time
measuring the width of the
flyover, questioning the cost of
the project - in other words as
the MCA would say “all talk,
no action” - forgetting that the
flyover was located in Green
Lane, outside Kebun Bunga,
while Teng was busy checking
the drains, the roads, the markets - all action. Not surprisingly he won.
c) Teng was simply forward looking. He wanted not only to ease
traffic congestion in Green

Lane but hoped that should the
floods reach Green Lane – a
likely event since more and
more parts of the island are now
susceptible to floods whenever
there’s a heavy downpour – at
least some Penangites could
park their cars without worrying whether they can start
their flooded engines in the
morning. Problem is, we
would need many, many more
one-lane flyovers.
d) Actually, Teng is into “small is
beautiful”. Quietly, he is critical of Dr M’s fetish for mega
projects. Building the one-lane
autopont is his way of protest.

Q Q Q Q Q
Celebrity
Woes
More on Teng’s antics during the
recent elections. Responding to
requests from opposition parties
to hold political party functions
in community halls and facilities
owned by the council Teng said
that party functions in these
places would only be permitted if
ministers, chief ministers or state
executive councillors graced the
function concerned.
Yes, we understand that it has
become almost a tradition that for
an event to get publicity in the
media, a “celebrity” in the form of
government leaders or wellknown politicians should be invited to officiate the function—
even though they can be quite
painful bores and a waste of precious time. Only then will the
event be seen as newsworthy and
hence attract a pack of journalists
from the mainstream media.
True, government departments do
it; certain NGOs do it; youth
groups do it; even certain groups

of academics do it. They all understand very well that their activities are likely to achieve more
publicity if they invite these “celebrities”.
But, Dr Teng, before you get further entangled in your warped
thinking, you must realise that
we’re not talking about run-of-themill type of functions. We’re talking about functions organised by
political parties that are opposed
to thee ruling coalition. Who in her
right mind would officiate a function that is critical of what you and
your political party represent?
Would, say, Gerakan’s Kee Paik
Cheen be gracious enough to grace
the meeting of the DAP’s women’s
wing? (Is this what they mean by
“smart partnership”?)
Put differently, it’s highly unlikely that a government leader
would go to a function organised
by and for an opposition party.
This also means, to remind our
dense selves, that the opposition’s
attempts to gain access to the
council’s facilities will be an uphill struggle, even near impossible.
What we’re trying to say here, Dr
Teng, is be frank to yourself and
fellow Malaysians. Just say that
you will not allow political parties other than the BN to make use
of the council’s facilities for their
party functions even though these
facilities are paid for and maintained by taxpayers’money. Come
to think of it, this `ruling’of yours
doesn’t sound very democratic or
caring either.

Q Q Q Q Q

Robert Mugabe (another Dr M!)
have been known to be great buddies. This excerpt from an article
on Mugabe in the August 1999
issue of Reader’s Digest titled “Zimbabwe’s Master of Misrule” reveals an uncanny similarity in the
official sceptism in both countries
towards police brutality:
The story that led the 10 January
1999 edition of The Standard,
Zimbabwe’s Sunday newspaper,
was startling: reporter Ray Choto
had discovered that 23 disgruntled army officers were under arrest for planning a coup. But the
reaction of President Robert
Mugabe’s government to the publication of leaked information was
not long in coming. Choto, and
newspaper
editor
Mark
Chavunduka, were detained illegally at army headquarters in
Harare, the nation’s capital.
Both men were taken to a bare
room with blood on the walls.
There they were stripped, beaten
with pieces of timber, electrocuted
and half drowned by interrogators demanding to know the
sources of the story.
“We’re briefing the president
every hour because he is very disturbed,” the pair’s torturers declared. “He has signed your death
warrants.”
The journalists survived without revealing their sources. When they finally appeared in court, their limbs
and faces were badly bruised and
swollen. Scoffed Moven Mahachi, the
minister of defence: “They must have
scratched themselves.”

Great
Minds
Think Alike ...

Self-inflicted, huh? Now where
have we heard that before?

Mahathir and Zimbabwe’s Dr

Q Q Q Q Q
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MIND

GAMES

Funny thing...
How we folks have short memories
How quickly we forget the atrocities
And the anarchy
Committed in the highest offices
By those desperate faces
Grimly hanging on to their crumbling powers.
Half-baked idiots holler:
“We have to have the tallest, biggest, ever
Even if it breaks our coffers
And common folk go without even a decent shelter
Because only then can we claim our place
among the worldly superior!”
Spiritual leaders
Cocooned within their own darkened corners
Each wielding his brand of scripture
But with little understanding whatsoever
You paint your dogmas so bright
O great teachers
Till you can’t see Truth any longer.
Wheelers and dealers
In the highest places
Cloaked in designer labels
Like snakes they slide and slither
Blood suckers!
Amassing wealth is everything you bother
To hell with justice, peace and all other
As long as you reap your ill-gotten treasure.
Thieves and robbers all here
Masquerading as elected ministers
Thinking they’re doing us a favour
Oi! Who appointed you supreme leader?
Celaka! Your lust for absolute power
Has turned you into a tyrannical monster.
Citizens and disciples
* You are not a nation of sheep
Your leader is not supposed to lead you anywhere
Instead he is to smooth the path to the places you
want to go
And lay your red carpets if you say so! *
The No.2 Man may be in jail
But it is you, every free Malaysian
Who has been incarcerated in solitary confinement
And left to mould and decay

Within those imaginary prison walls
They have erected in your heads.
Spin doctors
From our mainstream media
You brood of vipers
You pull wool over the people’s eyes
And report half-truths and outright lies
They should give you gold, silver and bronze
medals
For the way you bend over backward
To serve your political masters.
People!
You have eyes and yet don’t perceive?
Blessed are those who can’t see
Because Truth can be ugly and not very pretty
Something we aren’t used to in this land of plenty.
See what’s happening all around you
Justice has gone to jail
White elephants go up without fail
And now banks have been forced to yield.
Essential services privatised
Tolls imposed and monopolised
Without you, tax-paying residents,
So much as being asked.
Corruption is at an all time high
See, Malaysia can fly!
Your EPF savings used to bail out some big-shot’s crony
Yet, you have no privy to your own hard earned money
Friend, can’t you yet see the baloney?
Five years but once is when you have the opportunity
To be the masters you are supposed to be
in your own country
Dare you take the step to liberty?
And deny them the two third majority?
Enough said already
Let us show these mongrels
They cannot do all and sundry
As and when and how they fancy
And that you and me, during election time,
And with rationality
Will indeed plot our own destiny
And once again be free!
Jude Manickam - 17 Nov 1999
(* adapted from The Musa Dilemma by K. Das)
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ELECTION FOCUS

What next for the
Barisan
Alternatif?
Some notes and reflections from P05, Sungai Siput
by Dr Jeyakumar Devaraj
any Malaysians who
were
concerned
about the slide of
Malaysian society into corruption, nepotism, cronyism
and a dictatorship had high
expectations for the 1999
elections. We had hoped that
this watershed event would
usher in a new coalition that
would have brought about a
fresh beginning for the coming millennium. Or, at the
very least, we had hoped that
the ruling Barisan Nasional
coalition would be denied its
two thirds parliamentary
majority.

M

We were disappointed on
both counts - and there are
many among us who are left
wondering
what
went
wrong. Amidst this disappointment and frustration,
one also hears several analyses such as “the BN won because the Chinese deserted the
opposition”; “PAS is the main
beneficiary of the BA coalition”;
“the DAP would have done better if it had not joined in with
PAS”; and “the BN used many

dirty tricks to win!”

tions leading to a situation
where around 60 per cent of
the Sg Siput population vote
in polling stations where a
single ethnic group makes up
85-98 per cent of those registered to vote there.

I would like to examine these
views in the context of the
electoral results in Sg Siput
(U), and then to go on to
present a few comments as to
what direction we should
take.
This facilitates the analysis
of voting trends in different
The Sg Siput Experience ethnic groups; however, one
must recognise that there
P059, the Sg Siput Parliamen- are several limitations in
tary constituency, has close to analysing polling trends
50,000 registered voters (of solely on the basis of ethnicwhom probably 6,000 are ity. There are, for example,
phantom voters brought in several distinct social classes
from other constituencies – in the Chinese new villages
but that is really another is- – the entrepreneur with 30
sue)
workers may vote for the
same party as the smallLike many other mixed rural holder with 4 acres of land,
constituencies – Chinese, 42 but for totally different reaper cent; Malays, 32 per cent; sons. Similarly, one has to be
Indians, 22 per cent; and very careful about generalOrang Asli, 4 per cent - there ising the ethnic Indian supis a significant degree of eth- port for the respective parnic segregation in terms of ties based solely on the elecresidence. Chinese new vil- toral results in the estates.
lages, traditional Malay Despite these limitations, an
kampongs,
estates
and analysis of the Sg Siput votOrang Asli kampongs often ing trends does reveal some
have their own polling sta- interesting insights.
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3 ) Malay voters make up 32
per cent of the Sg Siput
constituency. DAP’s membership of the BA resulted
in DAP winning 46.2 per
cent of their votes i.e. the
BA did benefit the DAP as
well.

Electoral support for the Opposition
in P059 in the past three Elections
% of voters
Chinese New
Villages
(11,357 voters)
Malay
Kampungs
(5,200)
Plantations E
(2,000) S
Orang Asli
Kampungs
(1,400)

1990

1995

1999

DAP

DAP

PAS

DAP

C = 94%

77.5%

39.3%

0.8%

49.8%

M > 95%

22.8%

0.7%

36.2%

46.2%

I = 85%

37.9%
23.3%

1.5%

2.9%

34.2%
25.2%*

4) The support for the opposition remained static (and
relatively low) for the Indians and the Orang Asli
between 1990 and 1999.

The Sg Siput parliamentary
seat contains two state seats
– Lintang, which was con*ie 25.2% of the Salak Estate voters voted for DAP in the 1999 partested by PAS, as well as
liamentary elections.
Jalong, which was contested
only 0.7 per cent of the by DAP. An analysis of the
From the above table one can
Malay vote while PAS re- support for the PAS DUN
surmise the following –
ceived only 0.8 per cent of candidate reveals interesting
the Chinese vote in 1995. results.
1 ) The DAP received most
support from the Chinese
community. Although supComparison of support for PAS and
port among the New Vilthe DAP in different polling stations in 1999
lage residents was signifiPolling
Votes received by
Votes received by
cantly less than when Sdr
Station
DAP Parliamentary
the PAS DUN
Patto contested in 1990, it
candidate
candidate
has picked up from the
Salak Timur
1995 figures i.e. there are
395
300 (76%)
a significant number of (>95 per cent Chinese)
Chinese voters who still
6 Malay Kampungs
supported the opposition.
OA>95%

7.1%

-

-

(> 95 per cent Malay)

2) Support for the DAP from
the Malay voters has also
markedly gone up from
22.8 per cent in the days
of the Gagasan Rakyat to
46.2 per cent in the 1999
elections. 1995 clearly
shows what happens
when the DAP and PAS
both field candidates in
mixed seats. DAP received

12.3%

1521 (86%)

1764*

*In fact the PAS candidate received some 54 per cent of the Malay
vote in his constituency, and had there been an even larger predominance of Malay voters, might well have won.
However, the main point that the table above sets to demonstrate
is that 76 per cent of the Chinese who voted DAP for the Parliamentary seat also voted for PAS for the state assembly seat; and
conversely, 86 per cent of the Malays who voted for PAS for the
state assembly seat did vote for the DAP candidate for the parliamentary seat. This should set to rest arguments that the DAP did
not benefit from the coalition.
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So where do we go
from
here?
The 1999 elections have
clearly demonstrated that a
broad coalition of opposition
parties has a reasonable
chance of winning the socalled “mixed” seats, which
have most often gone to the
BN. The DAP can deliver the
Chinese votes for PAS and
keAdilan, and vice versa for
the Malay votes.
Many Malaysian voters are
not sure that they can trust
the BA to hold together and
provide an effective government; hence the importance
of maintaining and building
on the BA over the next five
years – a shadow cabinet
drawn from BA component
members would be an excellent starting point. The BA
needs to demonstrate to the
Malaysian public that despite
their divergent political philosophies and long-term
goals, there are large areas
where consensus has been
reached, and that there are
effective mechanisms to handle differences of opinion
within the coalition.
It appears that the “liberalisation” process carried out by
the BN over the past 10 years
has taken the edge out of
some of the major grievances
of the Chinese community.
The days when the DAP
could simply rely on the disenchantment of the Chinese
voters to garner votes by

planting any candidate and
hoisting the DAP flag during
the 2-week campaign period
is probably over. This is not
to deny that there is still significant respect for and loyalty to the Rocket among the
Chinese community, but this
will not be sufficient on its
own. There is a need therefore for all BA parties to open
service centres and work
with the grass-roots in their
constituencies from now. In
fact, the higher votes received
by DAP in Elphil compared
with C Salak estate might be
due to the fact that we organised a self-help education
project in the Elphil area in
the late 1980’s. This, we believe, has created some degree
of independence from the traditional power structures.
A number of unfair practices
were used by the BN in its bid
to cling on to power. However, these should not be confined to coffee-shop discussion groups; if we do not do
anything to tackle these unfair practices, then we will fall

victim to them again in 2004.
Unfair practices should be
documented in the form of
police reports and/or statutory declarations, and consolidated into formal complaints to the SPR, or filed as
election petitions. If we do not
collectively clean up the electoral process in Malaysia,
then we will continue operating with a huge handicap
as we do not have the mega
bucks, nor the control of state
institutions.
The 1999 general election has
revealed that a large number
of Malaysian voters are disenchanted with the BN and
its dictatorial tendencies. It
has also shown that the BA is
a viable electoral proposition,
and that its component members can canvas votes for each
other. We must now demonstrate to the Malaysian public that not only is the BA an
electoral pact, but we also
share a common vision for
Malaysia in the intermediate
term, and that the BA can be
trusted to govern the country.q

Dr Jeyakumar Devaraj, a grassroots activist and
Aliran member as well as a Socialist Party of Malaysia (pending registration) leader, gave incumbent Samy Vellu a fright despite losing the election for the Sungai Siput parliamentary seat. He
continues to haunt Samy Vellu and the Barisan
by filing election petitions in court alleging fraud
and unethical practices during the campaign and
polling.
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RELIGION

PAS, Nik Aziz, and Islam….
A Malaysian Hindu looks at an Islamic state
by MGG Pillai
am flattered and honoured that the Mentri
Besar of Kelantan, Tuan
Guru, Dato’ Nik Aziz
Nik Mat, asked me to be one of
two keynote speakers at the release this morning of his collection of official speeches. The offer
surprised me, but I hesitated not
to accept it. He is one of the few
men in Malaysian public life I
much respect - a respect which
strengthens with time. As a reporter, a political reporter, I follow
his career with interest, and with
it that of Parti Islam Se-Malaysia
(PAS).

I

The perception Malaysians have
of an obscurantist PAS is a rabid
reaction towards a perceived
demonised organisation waiting
around the corner to sever the
limbs of thieves and robbers or
hang those who want to leave the
faith. But such political reactions
is what we should expect in a contested environment: demonise
your opponents first before the
attack. But if PAS is the political
ogre we are told it is, how is it that
it governed Kelantan for 28 of the
past 40 years, when it formed the
government there after the first
general elections in 1959. The 12year gap, when the National Front
governed, came when Kuala
Lumpur forced it out after encouraging street demonstrations in
1978 of the variety it now abhors.
Since PAS’ return to office, with
the Tok Guru as mentri besar, in

1990, its hold on the state looks
set to continue after the General
Elections 15 days hence.
Last week, an apolitical friend, a
Malay, with a pathological hatred
for PAS, told me he took his staff
on their annual outing this year
to Kelantan. What he saw surprised him. He found the state in
equilibrium, with rapport between
government and people, more
than he had seen elsewhere. Development did not mean huge, expensive, irrelevant structures
meant to enter the record books
but to develop a community that
strives to strengthen its cultural
values at its own pace. There were
no flashes of the over-development
one sees in Kuala Lumpur. And
he reluctantly admitted the PAS
administration concentrates on
cultural and communal values
than on what I would call, for
want of a better word, “construction development”.

Islamic

defensiveness

Be that as it may, I thought I would
venture into a subject that gets a
contested rabid airing these
days—that of an Islamic state in
Malaysia. I look at it from two
angles disinterestedly: as a citizen, a minority within a minority,
practising a faith to which about
five per cent of Malaysians can
claim to follow; and as a political
commentator with a vested interested in how this country of ours
develops. I am a Malayalee (or
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Malbari, in local usage, even if that
connotes Muslim antecedents), an
important subset of the minority
Indian community, a Hindu with,
I hope, a long term view of historical processes and political development to stray into an area
which I suppose I should not tread
on. But then, when you stray into
the lion’s den, as I have this morning, you might as well say your
piece!
I shall first make some generalisations which must be borne in
mind, though few politicians in
government and opposition, including PAS, do. PAS established
a quick foothold, after independence in 1957, in the four northern
states of West Malaysia—Perlis,
Kedah, Kelantan, Terengganu,
with strong pockets in northern
Perak. There is a historical reason for this. Until the AngloSiamese Treaty of 1903, these four
states were part of Siam, as Thailand was then known, a Buddhist
nation with a strong Muslim minority in its southern provinces.
Islam in these states, therefore,
preserved the faith defensively, as
it was and is in Acheh in Indonesia. Its survival in the four states
defensively was a communal response to Buddhist encroachments into their lives to preserve
it. Islam grew thus in the Central
Asian States - when Moscow forbade Quranic teachings a centuryand-a-half ago, the Islamic clergy
kept the faith by integrating the

Quranic verses into its cultural
repertoire. These defensive measures exist in any society fearful of
losing its identity. Malaysia, outside the four northern states, does
not view Islam defensively. So,
there exists an inbuilt conflict between Islam as a way of life and
Islam developing protectively.
PAS, as many of you would—or
should be aware—began as the religious wing of UMNO, but broke
away around the time UMNO’s
founding president, Dato’ Sir Onn
Jaffar, did in 1951. Its success
since is this brand of Islamic defensiveness that the mullahs under Thai governance had; now it
looks upon Kuala Lumpur as the
distant enemy. It is not without
cause that Kelantan, like Acheh,
is referred to as “serambi Mekkah”
(the veranda of Mecca). PAS’ political aim of capturing power on
its own at the centre or in the states
outside this northern belt is constrained by this cultural overview.
My friends in PAS do not accept
this view. Certainly not its deputy
president, Tok Guru Haji Hadi
Awang, with whom I have had
long discourses over the years at
his “pondok” (hut) at Rusila, outside Kuala Terengganu.
But PAS’ success is conditioned
by this mental baggage. This
makes it easy to damn it as political ogres, who ought to be destroyed for wanting to make Islamic law as the law of the land.
The Malay and non-Malay take
opposite and apposite views in a
contested environment that does
not consider if this view of PAS is
valid. PAS does not help, taking
every contrary view as an insult
to its worldview to respond with
even stronger heat. What results
is an irrelevant debate in which
the issues are put aside. The apos-

tasy bill is one such. Since
Malaysians would rather not discuss issues, the debate is viewed
within a politically contested
background that the baby, as it
were, is thrown out with the bath
water.
When you stop to reconsider, the
National Front encouraged every
march towards an obscurantist
Islamic future. Why is it important, I ask you, that a religion as
noble as Islam, the most perfect of
the Abrahamaic religions, be conditioned by putting people to
death for apostasy or severing
limbs of thieves? But it is in this
frame that PAS - and UMNO - conducts its Islamic debate.
Islam’s initial territorial successes
in its first two centuries ensures
this cultural arrogance that comes
down through the ages to the
present day. Then it established
its presence in Europe so dominantly that Pope Urban II in 1089
ordered the Crusades to pit
Abrahamaic Judaeo-Christianity
with
Abrahamaic
Islam.
Christopher Colombus’ discovery
of America and Vasco da Gama is
coming to Calicut in the late 15th
century were accidental by-products of a Papal Bull to attack the
dominant Islamic power in what
is now known as the Middle East
or the politically correct East Asia
from its hindquarters. The Portuguese sacking of Malacca in 1500
was that much severe, as accounts
of that period show, because they
confronted an Islamic sultanate so
far from its heartland.
This general Judaeo-Christian
hatred for Islam underpins what
we now know as Western civilisation, especially after Martin
Luther’s reformation within the
Roman church in the mid-16 th
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century. This inbred hostility survived through the ages, remains
the most dominant civilisational
confrontation extant, strengthened by the Westernising of Christianity that Martin Luther ensured, with the Calvinist sub-set
of the 19th century widening its
attacks on all non-Christian religion within the context of colonial
trade and domination.
We have to understand this historical view to break out of this
automatic fear when an Islamic
state, as an option to the existing
form, is discussed. But this cultural demonisation prevents Islam from being discussed rationally as a form of government. And
made worse by the oil producing
cartel of mostly Muslim members
in the early 1970s. Besides, there
is the geopolitical overview with
both the Soviet Union and the
United States blowing hot and
cold, depending on whether Islam
could be used as a weapon to destroy the other. The Western fear
of the Taliban forces in Afghanistan reflects the frustration, especially in Washington, that the
child it created now bites its hand.
But the Talibans have a more consistent worldview than Washington, Moscow or anyone else gives
it credit. The point I made earlier
of Kelantan progressing at its own
pace applies to Islam as well.
Nowhere is this illuminated better than Islam in India. When
Ghazi and his Islamic hordes
marched through the plains of
Punjab in the 11th century, Islam
was forced to reconsider its role.
Until then, Islam converted the
peoples of the countries it conquered; so successful was this that
the Spanish priest Torquemada
refined his Inquisitional tortures
to force Muslims to reconvert be-

fore their executions. But in Hindu
India it met its match. India over
the past four millennia absorbed
new cultures or religion or dogma
so thoroughly that they became
part of the Indian countryside.
Even Christianity, even if obeisance was paid to Antioch, had a
life of its own that it became thoroughly local.

Pre-Islamic

Baggage

But when Islam came to India,
this clash of cultures forced Hinduism and Islam to co-exist fitfully side-by-side for a thousand
years, osmotically absorbing the
other’s values while remaining
distinctly separate. The break-up
of India into Bharat and Pakistan
reflects this. Forming Pakistan
from the Muslim provinces of India is an admission of failure of
both Hinduism and Islam. Islam
could not convert the Hindus it
conquered. Nor could Hinduism
envelop Islam into its consciousness. Pakistan therefore is a monument to the failure of both Hinduism and Islam. This subconscious
failure, in the perception of
Islamabad and New Delhi, representing Islam and Hinduism, ensures bilateral ties to be both suspicious and confrontational.
Which is why Kashmir is more
than a piece of territorial real estate: it is a last ditch attempt by
both Hindu India and Muslim Pakistan to confirm once and for all
that the millennial failure is indeed not a failure.
We now come back to the central
theme of what I want to say today.
How do I, as a minority Hindu
Indian, view the march to an Islamic state in Malaysia? Just as
there is an increasingly important
view of the Indian state to be overly
Hindu, there is in Malaysia for an
Islamic state. This is not a politi-

cal statement but a cultural fact.
The most important community in
Malaysia is the Malay, rather than
the Malaysian. One cannot run
away from this, especially when
the Chinese and Indian communities did not challenge UMNO’s
conversion, after the 1969 racial
riots, of Malaysia to a Malaydominated country. But the
UMNO-led National Front lost its
way, as we now discover, which
the hysterical counter-attacks at
an organised opposition in the
November 29 general elections
attests.
I take issue with PAS’ insistence
that Islam must remove those
Malay cultural values that conflict
with an essentially Arabic Islam.
Indeed, the biggest conflict Islam
faces in Malaysia is how to come
to terms with this pre-Islamic cultural baggage, which gives the
Malay his character now refined,
not replaced, by Islam. Indonesia
has managed this contradiction
quite well, especially in Java.
President Abdurrahman Wahid
exemplifies this. The Javanese
penchant for “musyawarah” (consultations) has its roots in its
Hindu background, an essential
component of Hinduism to ensure
the diverse conflicting, contradictory sects and subsets accept the
same set of values while going
hammer and tongs with each
other. The quarrels between the
Vaishnavite and Saivite sects of
Hinduism 1,200 years ago were
more virulent than wars between
Judaeo-Christianity and Islam
ever were or are. So, this element
of compromise, rooted in Hinduism, is rubbed off on the Javanese.
The Islam in place in Java, I submit, is all the softer and less confrontational precisely because of
this interaction. Or put another
way, the Javanese’s reluctance to
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impose Islam as the official religion, although 90 per cent of Indonesia are Muslims, is similar to
India’s insistence, despite 75 per
cent of Indians being Hindus, on
a secular state.
Until this divide is resolved, Islam
will be viewed within a confrontational political divide than as an
official religion. Malaysia is not a
religious state, as many believe.
Islam is the official religion. It is
the centre of governance, even in
predominantly Christian Sabah.
The current political confrontation over Islam is whether they
should be more or less Islam intruding into the administration
and our lives. But because this is
projected within the frame of the
“good Islam” of the government
in power and the “bad Islam” of
PAS, the fundamental role of Islam in public and cultural life becomes necessarily blurred. PAS’
overreaction is understandable
but misplaced. Its reaction is
rooted in its defensive view of Islam, one which cannot be applied
outside the northern states and
northern Perak.
So when Haji Hadi Awang proposed the death penalty for Muslim apostates, I saw it not as an
obscurantist Islamic attempt to
impose Islamic law but one to ensure the primacy of shariah law.
Shariah and Civil Law have equal
status in the Malaysian system of
justice, a fusion which happened
quietly, naturally, and with the
Malaysian Chinese Association,
the Malaysian Indian Congress,
Gerakan Rakyat Malaysia and
other non-Malay parties in the
governing coalition accepting
this with alacrity. But the powers
of the shariah administration are
limited. Haji Hadi’s bill would,
in one sense, give the shariah

courts equal powers with that of
the civil courts. Giving it the right
to impose the death penalty
would push it towards equality
of status. The government, whichever hue it takes, would have to
address this demand to expand
the shariah courts’ scope regularly and relentless in this larger
debate on the role of Islam in the
country. Not now. But in time to
come. What we now see is the
shadow boxing and “wayang
kulit” (shadow play) that clouds
much of what happens in Malaysia these days.

Coming

Together

In any discussion of an Islam
state, the 45 per cent of nonMalays, with their knee-jerk hatred for Islamic laws without understanding what it is all about,
provide an almost insurmountable barrier. Islamic law could
only be the law of the land after
PAS or any other Islamic party
come to power on its own, and not
as part of a governing coalition.
A coalition necessarily means
working on an agenda that necessarily is on the lowest common
denominator of acceptable policies. This does not mean each coalition partner abjures its, what I
would call, core values. Politics
is the art of the possible. Without
their coming together, the opposition would remain in the opposition. The problems in 1990, when
PAS would not be seen dead with
the DAP, led to two coalition
groups with the now disbanded
Semangat ‘46 as the link.
Nine years later, the opposition
went one step further. The coalition partners have to mesh in, possible only with a minimum programme that all partners can accept. Even should the Barisan
Alternatif form the next govern-

ment, an Islamic state is not about
to land on us. The Islamic state in
the public perception is what Iran
now has. The bloody goriness of
public executions inherent in any
forcible take-over of power, which
occurred in Iran, is unfairly
pinned on Islam. Cuba, when it
defeated the Batista dictatorship
in 1959, behaved as brutally and
cruelly as Iran did. But as Dr
Mahathir now finds out for himself about how the world views
him, Iran faces a similar bad press
because the dominant faith is Islam.
I may be prejudiced about this, but
those who profess a stridently religious agenda turn out to be remarkable people. Hassan Adli,
the only PAS candidate to be returned in the 1955 Legislative
Council elections from Bagan
Dato’ took a lifelong interest in the
orphans in his constituency,
bringing them up not as Muslims
but in their parents’ faiths. I know
of one Indian doctor, practising in
Kuala Lumpur, who remains a
Hindu, a religious faith strengthened because a Muslim he did not
know brought him up and educated him when his estate-worker
parents died and insisted he remain a Hindu.
Tok Guru comes from the same
mould. His humanity, patent
honesty, coupled with the simplicity of his personal life, make
him stand out. An ambassador
once told me how he turned up at
his modest Malay-style house in
Pulau Malacca in Kota Baru one
morning to find him in his sarong
and bare-bodied.
He was
promptly asked up, coffee fetched
and the conversation began before
he realised he was not dressed for
the occasion. He excused himself,
got himself a T-shirt, promptly,
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unselfconsciously, put it in front
of his guest and continued with
his discussions. He was, of
course, mentri besar at the time.
This patent honesty shines
through this collection of official
speeches for the five years to 1999,
which his press secretary, Haji
Wan Ismail Wan Jusoh, has compiled. Because it appears to contain every speech he made, it is
uneven in form and content. This
cannot be helped. Perhaps a pruning and slotting into convenient
headings or sections could have
helped. But when compiling
speeches of this kind, the compiler
faces a conundrum of this kind.
There is merit in both views. The
ultimate responsibility must rest
with the compiler.
In a country where written sources
are few, and often deliberately obscured, Haji Wan Ismail has provided a valuable record of how
one mentri besar, much maligned
politically, thinks. It becomes an
important source material for researchers. I would not expect
many would rush out to buy the
book, but its importance is not
that. The contested press ignores
what takes place in Kelantan, except when it attacks unwelcome
federal attention, as it does the
other states for reasons that include both laziness and
uninterest. Such books as this
help fill the gaps. q
The above is a keynote address by veteran political
commentator MGG Pillai
on 14 November 1999 in
Kuala Lumpur to mark the
release of a 5-year collection
of official speeches by
Kelantan Mentri Besar Nik
Aziz Nik Mat.
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Time

for

a

New

Party?

With the aftermath of the 10th
General Election, an opportunity
has been lost for the formation of
a new government based on commonly accepted principles. Perhaps, the time is not yet ripe to
topple the present ruling coalition
that controls all resources necessary to retain its power using unfair and illegitimate means to hold
off political challenge.
Learning from that, perhaps its
time for the birth of a new type of
political party evolving into maturity that in the long term would
provide a tangible platform for the
formation of a new government.
With this, let us rally ourselves in
cyberspace and printed newsletters to form a network that would
eventually establish a mechanism
for the setting up of such a party.
This idea is preliminary and any-

one, whether sharing the idea or
not, can contribute his/her ideas,
criticism, and support for such a
formation. From there, the conceptual element of the party can then
be developed and refined into an
entity that would grow and eventually become acceptable to all levels of society.
I would propose some concepts to
become the guidelines for the establishment of the party.
• It should have common principles acceptable to all ethnic
and religious groups;
• its objectives and programmes
should benefit all if not the
major strata of society (for example, farmers, fishermen,
businessmen, government
servants, professionals and
non-professionals, home makers-housewives);
• the principles steering the
party should serve the aspiraAliran Monthly 19(11/12) Page 31

tions of our society at multiple
levels – National, State, Constituency and Community;
• it should be based on long term
development that requires time
to grow and to mature;
• it should be non-partisan and
does not take side with any political party – although individual members can and
should provide support to any
political party in the elections,
if these parties shared the
same principles, and
• the party as a whole should
only take part in the national
and State elections, when the
mechanism of gaining tangible support has been established in at least 75% percent
of all constituencies at the community level (for example, village, mukim, longhouse,
neighbourhood). In addition, a
“scientific and representativeness” survey should be done
to ensure there is enough support for candidacy to have a
real chance.
The party should be appealing to
all age groups.
It should include school children
at both primary and secondary
school levels, with membership
affiliated through Clubs, to nurture awareness and to secure their
future participation upon their
adulthood. It should include College and University students –
participating though club membership to overcome restriction of
political affiliation from the University and University-Colleges
Acts, to harness the courage and
eagerness of youth. It should also
appeal to young adults – intellectuals, professionals and non-professionals and individuals who
are not affiliated to any movement
or political party because of pes-

simistic feelings towards the
present political conditions. And
it should appeal to adults and
elders, who share this common
vision for the future to draw them
to join the party to help nurture
the young people.
To avoid intense scrutiny and
non-registration (if that is a problem), an existing but defunct political party can serve as a vehicle
for this new party
I hope that this calling will find
space in your discussion section
so that the individuals would respond to it and I hope that a group
of us will take up the coordinating work to initiate the discussion.
Henry Chan
Kuching Sarawak

What

to

Believe?

I want to believe Dr Mahathir
Mohamad when he said that “it
is not Malaysia’s culture to kill
people because of their political
leanings” (The Sun, 12.9.99) and
that there is the possibility that
Anwar Ibrahim could have been

poisoned when he was given food
to eat in court (Sunday, Star,
12.9.99).
However, I also believed when it
was said that our police officers
do not assault people while they
are in custody and that Anwar’s
injuries and black eye could have
been self-inflicted.
I want also to believe that Malaysia has no culture of plotting
and framing people to destroy
them politically and that writing poison pen letters and books
with 50 reasons are not part of
our behaviour or culture in Malaysia.
I want desperately to believe that
cronyism, corruption, nepotism
and money politics are not part of
our culture, but our Prime Minister has said that bumiputeras or
UMNO members are his cronies
and that money politics is a problem in UMNO politics and elections.
With all these information and
disinformation, what am I to believe? Please help as I am in a spin,
doctor, and I get my information

from our free and patriotic press
in Malaysia and not from “foreign
reporters who like to condemn
our country, their own country,
with nonsense stories” (from the
Star, the people’s paper).
Spin-head

Declaring

Assets

All State leaders in Terengganu
are now obliged to declare their
assets publicly, in time with PAS
promise to serve the people
through a clean and transparent
Administration.
I am therefore surprised and disappointed that Dr Mahathir and
his cabinet colleagues cannot do
the same.
In an Ancient Book admired by
many there is a saying which
goes: Your heart is where your
treasure is
is. Pundits agree that
this oracle is chiefly directed at
conment who while masquerading as servants of the people
systematically loot a country of
all its wealth.
Maha Owtah aka Pa’Keluntung

A Memo To Dr. Mahathir
From A Once Gullible Malaysian
Dear Doc,
It has been said that the victor
writes history. Your recent essay in the NST begins with August 6 1998. Alas the crisis that
hit this region began a full 12
months prior to that. To you
the origins of the crisis lay in

the “jealousy” that the powerful West felt for the upstart East
Asians. You see the “threat” we
Asians posed to the power of
the rich industrial countries.
According to you we had to be
thought a lesson and cut down
to size. Thus, the hedge funds,
the currency speculators, the
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rating agencies, the international financial institutions led
by the IMF, aided and abetted
by the so-called free western
press mounted a conspiracy to
hit at our hard earned prosperity. And they almost succeeded
but brave little Malaysia under
your great leadership was the

only one that stood up to the
bullies and like David against
Goliath, you were able, despite
the doomsayers, to defeat their
evil designs. This is your version of history.
Alas, your version of history
is as selective as the selective
prosecutions that your government has engaged in. You
write in the NST essay: “From
the very beginning, I was accused by the foreign Press of
“being in denial”.” But you
appear to be still in denial. You
continue to attribute the entire
blame for the crisis on the unbridled activities of the foreign
funds, the currency speculators
and the cast of now all too familiar foreign players. Yet you
altogether ignore the underlying scene that permitted these
players to wreck havoc. Here
in Malaysia, a bubble economy
was being created by you. To
finance your mega projects,
the compliant Banks lent as if
there was no tomorrow. These
same Banks financed your
giveaways to your friends (no,
let me not call them cronies),
labelled as “privatisation”. It is
good to remind ourselves that
the country, under you chalked
up many records for the Guinness Book of Records. But
there is one on which you and
your Cabinet colleagues are
entirely silent and in denial—
that the total debt to GDP ratio was one of the highest in
the world at 150 per cent. The
truth is foreigners, whom you
often castigate for our ills, had
little or nothing to do with this
accumulation of debt and the
bubble economy you created.

We did it all by ourselves.
In your accounting of the crisis, you take great pains to
point out the precipitous fall in
the value of the ringgit and the
calamitous collapse of share
values - again by foreigners
bailing out and exiting the market in a herd like manner. Some
part of these developments
you attribute to the build up
of offshore ringgit deposits in
Singapore and the role played
by CLOB trading. Indeed this
is true but only partially. The
build up of off-shore deposits
was the result of money sent
out by the Tan Sris and Datuks
in your very own circle. A
large part of the trade in CLOB
was on account of these same
players. The short-selling that
you refer to was on their account.
The rational for their actions
was clear: tax avoidance and
higher returns. It is illogical to
argue, as you do, that it was
the foreign and hedge funds these never had at any one
time more than a 10 or 15 per
cent holding of the stocks
traded in the KLSE and thus
the ability to lever to make the
devastating impact that we
saw. So, who is in denial?
Even under our so-called ‘recovery’, the liabilities of the
public sector, both actual and
contingent, keep mounting and
will come to haunt us. The adamant refusal to bite the bullet
and let go of corporates that
cannot be saved is akin to your
playing King Canute. Bailouts
and a frenzy of new spending
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on mega projects may contribute to the “feel good” factor
but do not constitute solutions
to the deep seated imbalances
in the economy. This then is the
price we pay for your “bold
and decisive” imposition of selective capital controls and the
pegging of the ringgit behind
which you and Daim have done
what you have – to empty the
public purse, recklessly create
new debt and ignore common
sense.
If indeed, you seek vindication, why not release, in the
interests of transparency and
openness, the recent reports
produced by agencies such as
the IMF and the World Bank
containing a full assessment of
the performance of the
economy and its deep-seated
problems. This would not be
unique — after all the closed
and secretive Russian and Vietnamese governments have
released similar reports for all
to see. Why not Malaysia? Interesting that Anwar did not
cringe and allowed the IMF to
release their full report on the
1998 consultations with the
government, while Daim stalls
that effort.
I for one am deeply indebted
to you for enlightening us with
your remarkable and selective
version of the crisis - an economic crisis that you singlehandedly turned into a political crisis.
“Newly Enlightened”
9 Sep 1999
(Note : This is an edited version
of a much longer ‘Memo’)

effectively refuted claims suggesting otherwise. Under the circumstances, isn’t it in order for the
Prime Minister, Rafidah Aziz,
Abdullah Badawi, Ling Liong Sik,
Koh Tsu Koon and others to
apologise for causing so much
pain and anguish to Wan Azizah
by implying that there was ulterior motive and questioning her
integrity? Common decency demands this.
Dr S P Subramaniam
Treasurer
16 September 1999
A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

“JE”
BN Leaders Owe
An Apology To
Dr Wan Azizah
Following the disclosure of the
presence of arsenic at a dangerous level in Dato Seri Anwar’s
urine, the Prime Minister and
some of his cabinet ministers have
questioned why there was a delay of two weeks before making
known Anwar’s urine test results.
They seem to think that Datin
Wan Azizah had received the results on August 26 and had withheld this information until September 10 to gain maximum publicity from the Apec meeting in
Auckland.
Imputing improper motives without any basis for the delay is to
cast aspersions on Wan Azizah.
It is indeed shocking that there
was no expression of concern or
display of humanity whatsoever
for Anwar’s health. There was no
horror that such a dastardly thing
as arsenic poisoning could have
taken place while under imprisonment.

In any other democratic country
worth its name, there would have
been an outcry for an immediate
independent investigation; there
would have been demands for the
resignation of the Home Minister.
Here, instead of focusing on the
seriousness of the issue — a human being was apparently poisoned — irrelevant questions as
to how the urine had slipped out
of the prison walls or whether the
urine was actually Anwar’s seem
to hog the news. Incredibly, there
was also a suggestion that
Anwar’s family could possibly
have been responsible for the arsenic poisoning.
Wan Azizah had clarified that she
received Anwar’s urine report on
September 9 — and not on August
26 as claimed — and that she communicate this information to
Anwar’s laywer Karpal Singh
that afternoon. At the earliest opportunity, the following morning,
Karpal Singh had alerted the court
that Anwar’s health was in jeopardy.
This clarification had confirmed
that there was no delay and had
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Pandemic?

The confusion spawned by the
“Nipah/JE” disinformation is remarkably persistent, and RTM has
fallen victim to its own propaganda. Not content with sticking
the JE (Japanese encephalitis) label indiscriminately on viral encephalitis of diverse etiology in
Malaysia (inflammation of the
brain caused by different viruses),
TV1 made the astonishing reference on Sept 12, 1999 (Sunday,
11pm news bulletin) to “the St
Louis JE outbreak” currently assailing New York City. St Louis
JE epidemic? St Louis encephalitis caused by the JE virus? Japanese encephalitis caused by the St
Louis virus? This idiocy is going
pandemic.
Let’s be clear on terminology before we embarass ourselves further with claims that it took us
only 5 days to isolate the “Nipah
JE” virus, and a further 2 weeks to
establish its identity distinct from
the “Hendra JE” virus. Japanese
encephalitis is caused by a mosquito-borne flavivirus (JE virus).
Nipah disease is another encephalitic illness caused by close,
physical contact with live pigs

infected with the recently discovered, newly-named Nipah virus
(a paramyxovirus). St Louis encephalitis is caused by yet another
distinct flavivirus (SLE virus).
Mistakes in viral nomenclature
are not merely academic, or a
cause for embarassment. The
resulting misdiagnoses, as we
have seen, are tragically lethal
and the authorities seem reluctant to clear up the confusion left
by their bungled handling of the
Nipah tragedy.
Could it be that if we look east for
too long, all things begin to appear Japanese?
Chan Chee Khoon
Aliran ExCo member
17 September 1999

The Rakyat Have
Awakened
and
They
Want
Justice
The government and police authorities do not seem to realise that
Malaysia’s political culture has
been dramatically transformed
and that the ordinary rakyat have
awakened.
The recent allegations in Court by
Anwar Ibrahim’s defence counsel
that Anwar had probably been
poisoned while in custody has
further confirmed for many that
the BN government has become
morally bankrupt and can no
longer be trusted.
In fact the absurd and insensitive
comments by Dr Mahathir and
other BN leaders - how was the
urine sample taken out ? why use
a false name ? why the delay in
revealing the results ? etc - further
shows that they have lost all sense

of compassion and decency. It
sends shivers down one’s spine
that they are our nation’s leaders.
Or were Dr Mahathir and the others trying to distract us from the
central issue of Anwar’s poisoning ? Were they trying to cover-up
some misdeed ?
In most other countries, the media would have investigated
these allegations and demanded
answers. But here in Malaysia,
true to form, the media did nothing of that sort. It said very little.
And when it did, it was the silly
comments of Mahathir et al that
were highlighted. At best the
rakyat were fed half-truths.
This is why Malaysians concerned with justice and truth
fear for Anwar’s well-being.
They suspect foul play. Hence
Anwar’s supporters, opposition
party leaders, NGOs and numerous other Malaysians demand that a Royal Commission
of Enquiry be set up.
Instead, the government announced that an investigation
would be carried out by the police. Yet just a year ago the then
police chief had shamelessly assaulted a blind-folded and handcuffed Anwar while under police
custody. Moreover, this fact was
only revealed after a Royal Commission of Enquiry had been established; the earlier internal investigation by the police having
ended without revealing the culprit. For many Malaysians, therefore, setting up another police investigation is futile, if not irrelevant.
There was no choice. Their request was rejected. And the usual
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avenue - via the media - for expressing one’s protests and objections being denied, the rakyat
were forced to take their legitimate
dissent to the streets.
The assembly at the National
Mosque on 19 September was
large - an estimated 10,000 people - but peaceful and orderly.
From there they intended to proceed to the palace to petition the
Yang di-Pertuan Agong for a
Royal Commission of Enquiry to
be established.
According to the demonstrators
as well as neutral observers, this
peaceful assembly turned chaotic
only when the police charged the
crowd and started beating some
of them indiscriminately. Opposition party leaders have dared the
BN government to screen unedited video recordings of the incident to confirm the truth of the
matter.
Consider also the fact that a
KeADILan public rally involving about 10,000 people was
held the following night in
Kampong Medan. Nothing untoward happened. The police
did not disrupt. And the meeting remained peaceful and orderly. In other words, had the
police not charged and disrupted the 19 September meeting
but
allowed
the
demonstators to gather and petition the Agong, chances are no
violence whatsoever would
have occurred.
Instead, a first group of six people
including a 65-year old man were
arrested on 19 September for allegedly participating in an illegal
assembly. All six had to be taken
to the hospital for medical treat-

ment. These six people have been
remanded between 4 to 8 days.
Another two juveniles originally
detained have been released by the
magistrate’s court.
On 20 September, four others were
arrested for allegedly participating in the same illegal assembly
on 19 September. They were:
Sivarasa Rasiah (Suaram), Dr
Hatta Ramli (Pas), Hishamuddin
Rais (film director) and Mohd
Azmin Ali (KeADILan). When
brought to Court on 21 September,
they declared in a joint statement
that their arrest and detention was
“an act of oppression”, an attempt
“to intimidate us from our struggle for justice” and was “punishment for our political struggle and
our acts of peaceful dissent”.
Their statement defiantly concluded: “for every one who is
jailed ten more will rise to take
his/her place”. Together with Dr
Badrul
Amin
Baharun
(KeADILan) who was arrested the
next day, they were remanded for
another five days.
On 21 September, two other
KeADILan leaders, Tian Chua and
Mohd Ezam, were also summoned
and detained for questioning.
Apparently, others are also being
sought by the police authorities.
These detained opposition party
leaders have been described as
“hard core” by the authorities and
are apparently suspected to be the
organisers of the 19 September
demonstration. But evidently,
these leaders themselves were surprised by the large turn-out. All
indications are that the demonstration occurred rather spontaneously after word went out that
KeADILan leaders would be petitioning the palace.

Aliran calls upon the police authorities to drop all charges and
release these individuals immediately. Rather than investigate
these individuals, they should
investigate how Malaysia’s political culture has been dramatically
transformed and the rakyat awakened. It will then be obvious why
so many people have spontaneously participated in the 19 September and other assemblies over
the past year. It will also become
obvious that the rakyat can no
longer be denied their civil and
political rights nor will they accept the arbitrary and authoritarian antics of the BN leaders.
Aliran takes this opportunity to
repeat the popular call that a
Royal Commission of Enquiry
into allegations of Anwar’s poisoning while under custody be
established immediately.
Dr Francis Loh
Secretary
22 September 1999

Postponement
of
Anwar’s Trial
Absolutely
Unjustified

ing the period of electioneering
and the postponement of the
Anwar trial is bound to be seen as
an attempt at damage control.
Whatever may be the scheme of
things, delaying the Anwar trial
amounts to a terrible travesty of
justice. This injustice is all the
more cruel because the court had
denied him bail even though it is
a bailable offence.
If Anwar had been released on
bail, nobody would have questioned the motive for postponing
the trial. No aspersions would
have been cast. It would not have
been seen as an affront to our notion of justice.
By postponing the trial without
giving any reasons, the Judiciary
is seen as behaving just like the
BN, which is often not accountable for its actions.
Neither the Judiciary nor the Executive can arrogate to itself the
absolute right not to be accountable for its actions. Such unaccountability is nothing but sheer
arrogance.

The indefinite postponement of
the ongoing Anwar trial without
giving any reason is totally unjustified.
If anything, it only perpetuates the
public perception that the Judiciary is colluding with the Barisan
Nasional in preventing Anwar
from exposing instances of corruption and abuse of power during his trial.
The embarrassing details and
various disclosures of questionable conduct of ministers must be
hurting the Barisan Nasional dur-
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P Ramakrishnan
President
18 November 1999

ALIRAN
Secretary

:
MCCBCHS
Must
Resign

In a Bernama report reproduced
in many newspapers on 25 November 1999, R. Thiagaraja, the
secretary of the MCCBCHS
claimed that the Council had
pledged to support the Barisan
Nasional.
He said that the Council “had
unanimously resolved to support

the BN after careful consideration”.
However, according to Bishop
Datuk Dr Lim Cheng Ean and
Bishop Anthony Selvanayagam,
respectively, vice-president and
committee member of the
MCCBCHS, “the statement by Mr
Thiagaraja is not correct”. In their
joint press statement dated 26
November they have clarified that
“there has been no agreement
among the religious groups represented in the MCCBCHS to endorse any political party or coalition in the forthcoming elections”.
This suggests that Mr Thiagaraja

has told a blatant lie. This is utterly shameful coming from a person holding a responsible and
sensitive position.
He has misrepresented the Council and misled the public.
He has dragged the Council’s
good name into the mud of partisan politics.
Aliran calls on him to resign from
his position immediately and
apologise to the adherents of the
different traditions represented in
the Council.
If he does not resign, Aliran calls

upon the Council to dismiss him
for discrediting the good name of
the Council.
Aliran Executive Committee
27 November 1999

A Plea, A Prayer,
A Pledge for the
New
Millennium
As we enter the new millennium, it is Aliran’s plea that we
would evolve into a genuinely
caring and tolerant society, honouring the principles of transparency and accountability for
all our deeds and upholding the
ideals of democracy so that we
would emerge as a respected
civil society worthy of its name
both in form and substance to
take our rightful place among
the community of nations.
It is Aliran’s prayer that as we bid
farewell to the old millennium, we
would leave behind the shackles
of the past, shedding all forms of
undemocratic practices and disregarding repressive laws that
shame us as a nation and violate
the universal notion of justice and
freedom.
It is Aliran’s pledge that we will
defend a secular system of democratic governance which is rooted
in universal values that are entrenched in all our spiritual traditions and continue with our
struggle fearlessly and forcefully
to realise a fair, just and equitable
society.
We call upon all Malaysians to
join us in this common struggle to
achieve this common destiny.
Executive Committee
31 December 1999
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MONUMENTS TO MISPLACED PRIDE Continued from page 40
tion of the Asian financial crisis,
few would have realised the lavishness of the project. The administrative capital costing RM22 billion is built on oil revenues and
under terms of borrowings to
which we are not privy. Perhaps
not surprisingly, our parliamentarians also had little inkling as
to how the project’s approval
came about. Every record to uncover this mystery seems to have
been lost somewhere between the
lackadaisical euphoria of the
“feel-good-boom-years” and the
dark recesses of the Official Secrets Act.

Celestial

Abode

The first edifice to come under
public attack was the Prime Minister’s residence. Critics dubbed
it the Mahligai which, in Malay
really means an otherworldly or
a celestial palace. At least by sight
it appears to be the largest official
residence built for any royalty or
head of state in this country.
The Mahligai is far from being an
architectural wonder. The design
is conservative and would not
qualify for an avant-garde or
path-breaking mention in the annals of architectural history. It is
not distasteful but pompous and
pretentious.
The onion domes are supposed to
symbolise Islamic elements and
cascading terraces are reminiscent of grandiose European villas.
The “Malaysian” element is hard
to pinpoint. This empyreal residence built to feng-shui specifications comes complete with running waters, swimming pool, a
helipad, view of the lake, and subterranean tunnels. Surely, to use
an oxymoron such as the “People’s Palace” to describe such a

dwelling, rankles, and is the
height of vulgarity!

Beauty
To
Match
Duty?
The other prominent building in
this new city is the Prime Minister’s office. From photographs it
is hard to distinguish the Prime
Minister’s office from his home.
The latter only looks like a smaller
version of the former. The combination of sand-coloured façade,
towering colonnades and greygreen domes atop the massive
building is of a pleasing design.
One would hope that the quality
of public administration will
someday also match the shell under which it is housed.
One other architectural pride that
is politically correct to trumpet is
the mosque, a relatively modestsized structure whose most outstanding feature is its beautiful
lattice-like tiled rose-pink domes.

Prime

Minister’s
Touch

No other buildings are as prominent as the three described above.
However, who are the designers
of these buildings? Are they locals
or foreigners? How much local
content in terms of building materials have been used? We are in
the dark about all this. All that we
hear of is that the Prime Minister
had his touch in almost every respect of the buildings’ design.
We do not hear or know much as
to what the planners would be
doing about housing or recreational spaces for would-be residents of Putrajaya. Will it be a
model ecological-friendly city? Is
there an indefectible garbage-collection system for all cities to emulate? Would walking and public
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transportation be preferred over
private vehicles? Or, is Putrajaya
destined to be a ghost-town for
some time to come? Is there any
parallel in history from which one
should take a cue?

Brasilia
The

Rising From
Savanna

Brasilia, the administrative capital of Brazil could provide us with
some lessons. It was constructed
in 1960 and today, forty years
down the road, the city is still approached ambivalently by critics
and visitors alike. It remains the
butt of national parody.
For much the same reason as
Putrajaya was conceived, Brasilia
was also built by the then President to instil a sense a national
pride among Brazilians. The military rulers then did not trust their
safety in the old capital, Rio de
Janeiro, which was situated on the
coast and wanted to move inland
into the savanna, the heart of Brazil’s natural wealth. The country
was undergoing rapid economic
growth during this period and its
leaders wanted Brazil to join the
ranks of one of the greatest nations in the world. Brasilia was to
herald this vision.

Classless

Utopia

However, unlike Putrajaya, the
bold architectural showmanship
in Brasilia has won some admiration. It was designed as a modernist utopia by Lucio Costa and
Oscar Niemeyer, disciples of Le
Corbusier. Brasilia is situated
1,200 kilometres northwest of Rio
de Janeiro. It was conceived to be
a classless utopia by its creators
where politicians and their chauffeurs are supposed to live within
the same neighbourhood. . When
Brasilia was first built, some for-

eign embassies refused to relocate
to the city.
Besides the National Congress,
the city was built with several
noble edifices such as the Pantheon of Liberty, the Palace of Justice and the Judicial Annex. The
construction of the city nearly
bankrupted the nation but the
President who oversaw it,
Juscelino Kubitschek, nevertheless became a national icon.
Brasilia is now the only 20th century city granted a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Its stark and
antiseptic modernism has made
the city useful more as a “museum
of architectural ideas”, than a
symbol of power, says one of its
critics.

Brasilia : Palace of Justice

There’s More Life in
Unplanned
Townships
Is there life in Brasilia? Yes, lethargically. The city has attracted more
migrants looking for public-sector
jobs than vibrant economic activities. It was supposed to trigger regional development but that has
not happened. The city has not
generated enough jobs. Today, the
Brazilian media continues to satirize Brasilia as a hub of political
intrigue and corruption.
Putrajaya : City To “The Prince”?

Brasilia has been more successful
in spawning a cluster of satellite
townships around it, both
shantytowns and middle-class
suburbs. There is for example
more life in Taguatinga, an unplanned township which sprungup to offer what Brasilia could
not: cheaper homes, bustling
nightlife, shopping and highrises..

Legacy

of

Putrajaya

Much of Brasilia is still a controversy, but at least it was planned
with a philosophy of egalitarianism, and its design, though in-

spired by western architectural
schools, was still the product of
local imagination. The concept of
Putrajaya on the other hand has
been mired by the single-minded
purpose of one leader. Right now
it is nothing more than a political
showcase of contrived beauty and
grandeur.
It has been almost 40 years since
Brasilia was first constructed, and
it is still being reluctantly approved by Brazilians. By 2020
Putrajaya and Cyberjaya would
only have been around for 20
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years. Would future generations
be looking back and thanking
their builders for what was built?
What would be the legacy left by
this present regime in Putrajaya?
Would its architectural monuments be remembered as a symbol of someone’s delusions of
heavenly power? Alternatively,
would the city, through numerous
rounds of criticisms and subsequent rehabilitation, be remembered as a watershed in the people’s social awakening to the excesses of hollow success? q

DEVELOPMENT
A Tale of Two Cities:

Monuments

to

Misplaced

Pride

by Dr Maznah Mohamad

Putrajaya : Peoples' Palace?

ictators and strong national leaders have
many things in common.
One of which is to build
monuments and erect physical
edifices that will serve to permanently etch their legacy in history.

D

Man’s child-like fascination for
monoliths and material obelisks
is mysterious but not altogether
unexplainable. From a Freudian
point of view what we inherently
lack within ourselves we project
outwardly to a point where we
cannot be ignored.

Loud architectural symbols are the
easiest to acquire by any nation
and attention is always guaranteed. While critics may deride
such constructions either for want
of aesthetic sense or as financial
wastage, the builders inevitably
achieve their purpose to literally
stamp their mark in society.

Putrajaya:
City To “ T h e P r i n c e ”
Like most leaders who want to be
remembered with greatness, the
natural step after envisioning a
sense of stupendous growth and
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economic development for Malaysia was for prime minister
Mahathir Mohamad to build a
megalopolis from a tabula rasa, the
construction of which he would
dictate. And so was erected
Putrajaya, and its techno-twin,
Cyberjaya. Their construction is
supposed to be the symbolic culmination of the PM’s architectural
stewardship of the country’s rise
from a backwater.
Had it not been for the precipita-

Continued on page 38

